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ABSTRACT 

T cells must traffic through the bloodstream to sites of inflammation to execute their 

effector function. To enter tissues, T cells extravasate through the vascular endothelial cell wall 

by a process known as transendothelial migration (TEM). While many of the adhesion molecules 

and chemokine signaling pathways required for TEM have been previously characterized, little is 

known about how downstream cytoskeletal effectors mediate the mechanical forces and shape 

changes needed for T cell TEM. Formins are terminal cytoskeletal effectors directly involved in 

actin network remodeling. Formin-like 1 (FMNL1) and Diaphanous-related formin 1 (mDia1) 

are the two main formins expressed by T cells. While mDia1 is expressed ubiquitously, it is 

upregulated by activated T cells and has been previously implicated in T cell trafficking. FMNL1 

expression is restricted to hematopoietic cells and is upregulated in autoreactive T cells that enter 

immune privileged sites. However, the function of FMNL1 in T cell trafficking is unknown. In 

this work we examined the role of these formins in activated T cell extravasation and induction 

of autoimmune disease.  

To investigate the function of FMNL1 in T cells, we developed and characterized a novel 

FMNL1-deficient mouse. In vivo, we found that FMNL1 was dispensable for lymphocyte 

development and homeostatic trafficking. Instead, FMNL1 regulated the ability of effector T 

cells to extravasate into inflamed tissues and induce autoimmune disease in mouse models of 

type 1 diabetes and multiple sclerosis (Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis, EAE). 

Mechanistic in vitro studies revealed that FMNL1 promotes transmigration of the rigid T cell 
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nucleus through the vascular endothelium during the completion of TEM. Further experiments 

demonstrated that T cell chemotaxis through restrictive barriers is FMNL1 dependent.  

To investigate the role of mDia1in T cell extravasation and autoimmune disease, we used 

previously developed mDia1-deficient mice. Similar to FMNL1-deficient T cells, mDia1-

deficient T cells were impaired in their ability to induce EAE. Additionally, mDia1-deficient T 

cells were also impaired in their ability to complete TEM. Collectively, our data suggest that 

formins are key regulators of T cell TEM and may be promising therapeutic targets for 

regulating T cell-mediated autoimmune disease. 

 

The form and content of this abstract are approved. I recommend its publication. 

Approved: Jordan Jacobelli 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

T Cell Migration and Function 

Some of the earliest studies of lymphocytes identified them as migratory cells1,2. In the 

over fifty years since then, it has become well established that migration both to and within 

tissues is essential for the function of lymphocytes, and in particular, T cells3–13. At every stage 

of the life of a T cell, T cells exhibit motile behavior. In development, premature T cells traffic 

to, migrate within, and upon maturation, exit the thymus5,14–17. Naive T cells must circulate 

between and within secondary lymphoid organs to survey for their cognate antigens10,18–20.  

While B cells can produce antibodies, enabling remote effects at distant sites, T cells must often 

directly interact with an antigen presenting cell (APC) and target cells in order to execute their 

effector function3, requiring them to act more locally. Consequently, T cell trafficking to sites of 

infection or tumors is essential for mediating T cell-dependent control and clearance7–9,18,21. 

After clearance of a pathogen, different memory T cells subtypes localize to both lymphoid and 

non-lymphoid organs where they patrol for pathogen return10,18,22–25. T regulatory cells must also 

migrate to and within tissues to execute their functions26,27. Furthermore, in the context of 

autoimmune disease, infiltration of tissues by self-reactive T cells can be pathogenic28 . In 

multiple sclerosis (MS) and its mouse model, experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis 

(EAE), self-reactive T cells invade the central nervous system (CNS) parenchyma to drive an 

inflammatory response that results in demyelination of neurons29–31. Transfer of T cells specific 

for the myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) is sufficient to drive EAE32. In type 1 

diabetes T cells infiltrate the pancreatic islets of Langerhans to mount an autoimmune attack on 

the insulin-producing b cells33,34. In mouse models of type 1 diabetes, transfer of T cells specific 

for islet antigens is sufficient to drive disease12,35. Trafficking of T cells to sites of autoimmune 
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inflammation has also been shown to be involved in the pathogenesis of rheumatoid arthritis and 

inflammatory bowel disease28,36,37. Thus, for T cells in both pathogenic and protective roles, 

migration is intrinsically coupled to their function. 

Transendothelial Migration: The Process of Extravasation 

To efficiently transit through an organism one hundred trillion times its volume, a T cell 

relies on the rapid circulation of the bloodstream through the extensive vascular network3,4,38. 

Whether for a naive cell T cell entering the lymph node or an activated T cell trafficking to a site 

of inflammation, extravasation from the bloodstream is necessary for subsequent T cell 

functions. To enter tissues from the bloodstream T cells undergo the multistep process of 

transendothelial migration (TEM), typically in post-capillary venules38. Canonically, TEM 

consists of four main sequential stages: rolling, adhering, crawling, and diapedesis (Fig. 1.1)38.  

Intravascular T cells are subject to substantial shear stress due to the rapid flow of the 

bloodstream, ranging from 1 dyne/cm2 in the venules (HEVs) of lymph nodes to greater than 6 

dyne/cm2 in the venules of other tissues 39–41. Transient interactions between selectins and 

oligosaccharides related to sialyl-Lewisx enable T cells to resist these forces and initiate TEM by 

rolling on the vascular endothelial cell wall (Fig. 1.1)42–44. Low-affinity interactions between 

integrins and their immunoglobulin super family ligands can also facilitate rolling in some 

tissue-specific contexts30. This rolling process enables T cells to subsequently encounter 

chemokines attached to the glycocalyx of the endothelium45–47. Signaling by these chemokines as 

well as shear forces acting on the T cell serve to activate integrins into a high-affinity 

conformation44,46–48. Subsequent binding of high-affinity integrins to their ligands on the 

endothelium promotes the full arrest and attachment of the T cell to vascular wall (Fig. 

1.1)46,47,49.  
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Post-arrest, T cells respond to chemotactic cues and crawl on the endothelial luminal 

surface, relying on integrin-mediated adhesions for traction (Fig 1.1)46,47. During this process T 

cells adopt an amoeboid morphology and motility, with a ruffled, protrusive structure known as 

the lamellipodium at the leading edge of the cell and a contractile structure known as the uropod 

at the trailing edge (Fig 1.2)6,50,51. Additionally, during crawling, micro-protrusions, known as 

filopodia or podosomes, extend from the ventral side and leading edge of the T cell into the 

endothelium, to probe for chemokine signals as well as permissive sites for transmigration across 

the endothelium46,49,52.  

In the final stage of TEM, diapedesis, T cells translocate across the vascular cell wall (Fig 

1.1). This process predominantly occurs between endothelial cells at cell-cell junctions via the 

paracellular route. However, in certain tissues, such as the CNS, diapedesis also occurs through 

the endothelial cell body via the transcellular route52–57. Ligation of endothelial adhesion 

molecules, such as ICAM-1 (intracellular adhesion molecule-1) and VCAM-1 (vascular cell 

adhesion molecule-1), by T cell integrins drives signaling events within the endothelial cells that 

promote the internalization of VE-cadherin57–59. Internalization of VE-cadherin loosens 

endothelial cell-cell junctions and thus facilitates subsequent diapedesis of T cells57–59. Extension 

of protrusions, such as filopodia and podosomes, may also induce changes within the endothelial 

cells to initiate diapedesis46,52,56,57. Following the initiation of diapedesis, the T cell extrudes its 

cell body through and underneath the endothelium46,56,57,60,61. As the T cell migrates beneath the 

endothelium, it retracts its uropod to complete the process (Fig 1.1)51,56,57,60. The nucleus is the 

most rigid cellular structure and, as such, presents a significant obstacle to the completion of 

diapedesis51,60–64. It has been proposed that the segmented and deformable shape of the 

neutrophil nucleus facilitates the rapid migration of these cells through restrictive 

environments54,62,65. In contrast, T cells exhibit a more rigid, ovoid nucleus and rely on 
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significant contractile forces in the uropod to transmigrate the nucleus through the endothelium 

during diapedesis50,60,63. Thus, nucleus translocation can be a rate-limiting step for T cell 

migration through restrictive environments and, consequently, diapedesis66,67. 

Molecular and Physical Cues for Naive T cell TEM  

The combination of differing adhesion molecules and chemokines along with specialized 

vascular endothelial environments serve to regulate T cell migration to various tissues3,4,38. T cell 

subtypes differentially express adhesion molecules and chemokine receptors to preferentially 

home where needed3,4. To facilitate surveillance and antigen recognition, the secondary 

lymphoid organs rapidly recruit naive T cells from the bloodstream68,69. In the lymph nodes, the 

cuboidal structure of the HEVs, permissive endothelial junctions, and presence of low shear 

stress forces all promote efficient TEM68.  HEVs express oligosaccharide decorated 

glycoproteins collectively known as peripheral node addressin (PNAd). PNAd binds L-selectin 

(CD62L), which is highly expressed on naive T cells and thus mediates the rolling stage of TEM 

in these tissues42,68,70. Circulating naive T cells also express high levels of the chemokine 

receptor CCR7 which recognizes the chemokines CCL21 and CCL19 expressed by the HEV 

endothelium and within the lymph node18,68. ICAM-1, expressed on the HEV endothelium, binds 

the integrin lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1 (LFA1, integrin aLb2) expressed by T 

cells to facilitate arrest and crawling (Fig 1.1). In the spleen, a sinusoidal vascular architecture 

reduces shear stress, and a fibroblastic reticular network expressing CCL21 guides naive T cell 

migration from the vasculature to the white pulp69. A subset of memory T cells, known as central 

memory, also express CCR7 and CD62L, which promotes their migration to secondary lymphoid 

organs22. 
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Molecular and Physical Cues for Activated T cell TEM  

Upon activation, many T cells downregulate CD62L and CCR7 and upregulate 

chemokine receptors and adhesion molecules that promote their preferential recruitment to 

inflamed non-lymphoid tissues3,4,71. Activation upregulates enzymes in T cells that post- 

translationally glycosylate P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1) to enable its binding to P- 

and E-selectins39,72. Inflammatory mediators in tissues, such as tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a), 

stimulate the expression of P- and E-selectins on the endothelium, thus enabling recruitment of 

activated T cells to these inflamed tissues (Fig 1.1)73,74. Similar to neutrophils75, activated T cells 

are also capable of generating specialized membrane protrusions, known as tethers and slings, 

that stabilize rolling under the high shear stress conditions found in the vasculature of many non-

lymphoid tissues39. In addition, activated T cells upregulate expression of LFA-1 and VLA-4 

(very late antigen-4, integrin a4b1), which can then bind to ICAM-1 and VCAM-1, both of 

whose expression is induced on inflamed endothelium (Fig 1.1)73,76. Activated T cells, 

particularly CD8 and Th1 T cells, upregulate the chemokine receptor CXCR3, which can drive T 

cell trafficking to a broad range of inflamed tissues that express the ligands CXCL9, CXCL10 

and CXCL11 (Fig 1.1)71,77–82. Tight junctions between endothelial cells in some non-lymphoid 

organs, such as in the CNS, can render the vasculature of these organs so restrictive to immune 

migration that they are often considered to be immune privileged83. However, mediators 

produced by inflamed tissues can also reduce the tightness of junctional adhesions between 

endothelial cells, creating more permissive sites for leukocyte entry59,84. Thus, changes in the 

properties of both T cells and endothelial cells orchestrate activated T cell recruitment to sites of 

inflammation. 

In addition to these broad regulators of T cell trafficking to inflammatory sites, activation 

of T cells in specific contexts can induce the expression of more specific tissue homing adhesion 
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molecules and chemokine receptors3,4. For instance, T cells that undergo activation in the gut-

draining secondary lymphoid organs in the presence of vitamin A metabolites upregulate integrin 

a4b7 (LPAM-1) and CCR9. These surface molecules can facilitate preferential TEM in the gut 

mucosa via their respective ligands, mucosal vascular addressin cell adhesion molecule 1 

(MAdCAM1) and CCL2585. In contrast, T cells activated in skin draining lymph nodes in the 

presence of vitamin D metabolites express CCR10, which can respond to CCL27 produced in the 

skin, while suppressing expression of LPAM-186. While the skin and gut homing programs are 

the best defined, there is evidence that other activation contexts may also promote specific 

trafficking to defined tissue sites. Dendritic cells (DCs) in the mediastinal lymph node have been 

suggested to activate T cells to express CCR4 to respond to CCL17 and CCL22 expressed in 

lung87. A study in a rat model of EAE suggested that self-reactive T cells adopt an adhesive and 

migratory transcriptional profile that promotes their entry into the CNS88. 

Therapeutically Targeting T cell Migration  

Disruption of T cell migration by targeting the surface molecules that guide TEM has 

shown therapeutic promise in a number of inflammatory and autoimmune diseases89. A 

monoclonal antibody against the a4 integrin subunit has been used to block VLA-4-mediated 

trafficking to the CNS to treat MS as well as LPAM-1-mediated trafficking to gut mucosal sites 

to treat Crohn’s disease90,91. An antibody specific to LPAM-1, and therefore more selectively 

targeting trafficking to the gut, has shown promise for treating ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s 

disease92,93. A chemical antagonist of CCR5 has shown promise in treating graft-versus-host 

disease94. A complication of therapeutically inhibiting T cell trafficking has been immune 

suppression and resulting pathologies89, such as re-emergence of JC virus in treated MS 

patients95, thus highlighting the central importance of T cell migration to function in both 

protective and pathologic contexts. 
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Transduction of Chemokine and Integrin Signaling by GTPases 

To undergo the stages of TEM, T cells must translate the migratory cues given by 

adhesion molecules and chemokines into the morphological changes and force generation 

necessitated by the physical challenges of TEM 6,47,96. To mediate these changes, chemokine and 

integrin signals are transduced and coordinated by Rho- and Ras- GTPases, which convert 

between inactive GDP-bound and active GTP-bound forms (Fig. 1.3) 97–99. This cycle is 

dynamically regulated by GTPase activation proteins (GAPs), and guanine nucleotide exchange 

factors (GEFs), which promote the inactive and active GTPase forms, respectively97,99. After 

chemokine binding, chemokine receptors alter their conformation, transducing their signal via 

the activation of G protein heterotrimers, composed of the α, β, and γ subunits99. Gα subunits can 

interact directly or in a complex with GEFs to stimulate Rho GTPase activation99. G protein 

activation can also stimulate phospholipase C isoforms, Ser/Thr-kinases, phosphatidylinositol 3-

kinase isoforms, and c-Src-related non-receptor tyrosine kinases99. Phosphoinositide production 

and kinase activity downstream of these molecules can also activate GEFs to in turn activate 

GTPases99–101. TCR signaling and integrin signaling can also activate some of these same 

signaling cascades to activate GEFs and subsequently, RhoGTPases99,100. Rap1, a Ras-GTPase, 

and four members of the Rho GTPase family, Rac1, Rac2, RhoA and Cdc42, have been 

implicated in TEM97–99. Rap1, which is activated by CALDAG-GEF1, forms a complex to 

trigger conformational activation of LFA-1 for high-affinity biding in response to chemokine 

stimulus. Rap1 in concert with Cdc42 has also been implicated in regulating T cell polarity102. 

Rac1 and Rac2 function mainly at the leading edge of the cell to generate the formation of the 

lamellipodium mediated by the activity of the Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (WASP) 

family99. In T cells, Rac1 and Rac2 activity is primarily controlled by the DOCK2 and Vav1 

GEFs activated by chemokine receptors and the TCR99. In the rear of the cell, RhoA, activated 
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by GEF-H1, promotes contraction of the uropod via the activity of Rho- associated coiled-coil 

containing protein kinase (ROCK), which in turn can regulate MyoIIa contractile activity51,103. 

RhoA function has also been observed at the leading edge of the cell, where it has been proposed 

to be involved in extension and contraction of membrane protrusions98,103,104. Cdc42, regulated in 

part by the DOCK8 GEF, has also been suggested to regulate membrane protrusions, in 

particular filopodia105,106. While these Rho GTPase members have been well studied, less is 

known about the downstream cytoskeletal effectors that can be activated by these signaling 

pathways and that mediate the morphological changes inherent to TEM. 

Actin Filament Dynamics During Migration 

To traffic to tissues, T cells must adapt to diverse environments and respond to a variety 

of environmental cues6,38. During TEM, T cells must convert these cues into coordinated 

morphological changes coupled with force generation to resist shear forces and to traverse 

vascular endothelial barriers (Fig 1.1)6,38,47. The actin cytoskeleton serves as a dynamic network 

of filaments to provide both the structure and force to accomplish these tasks (Fig. 1.2)6,47. 

Globular actin monomers (G-actin) bound to ATP polymerize into a filamentous actin (F-actin) 

double-stranded helix107. Hydrolysis of ATP to ADP destabilizes actin monomer interactions 

leading to depolymerization107. Nucleation of new actin filaments is thermodynamically 

unfavorable. However, once an initial oligomer has formed, actin polymerization can proceed in 

a polarized fashion, with polymerization occurring 10x faster at the dynamic barbed end than the 

less active pointed end107. This spontaneous polymerization of actin is regulated by the local 

concentration of ATP bound G-actin107. The protein profilin sequesters G-actin to both inhibit 

spontaneous polymerization and catalyze the exchange of ADP for ATP in the actin monomer107. 

Recruitment of G-actin-bound profilin to an actin filament can thus provide a controlled means 

of promoting F-actin elongation or nucleation at a specific site within the cell (Fig 1.4B). A 
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variety of cytoskeletal effector proteins associate with actin to regulate the growth and turnover 

of filaments, thus enabling the cell to adaptively remodel the actin cytoskeleton to suit its 

needs107. Such cytoskeletal effector functions include: nucleation of new filaments, elongation of 

existing filaments, capping to block elongation and stabilize filaments, severing of filaments and 

depolymerization of filaments107. The ability of this versatile cytoskeletal system to dynamically 

create structural scaffolds, effect morphological changes, and generate force make it an essential 

participant in the migration of cells6,47. However, the contribution of specific cytoskeletal 

effectors to T cell migration and extravasation has only recently begun to be understood. 

Actin Networks and Effectors in T cells 

 Actin networks in T cells are comprised of branched and linear filaments that are cross-

linked by the motor protein non-muscle Myosin IIA (MyoIIA) (Fig. 1.2)6. Immediately beneath 

the plasma membrane, a network of actin known as the cortical cytoskeleton is important for cell 

shape maintenance and changes (Figure 1.2)6. In the uropod, ROCK, activated by RhoA, 

phosphorylates the Myosin light chains to activate its motor activity and thus generate contractile 

forces. In the context of T cell migration these contractile forces have been shown to be 

important for the retraction of the uropod as the cell moves forward51,60,103,108. Our lab has 

previously shown that contractile forces generated by MyoIIA also promote transmigration of the 

T cell nucleus across the endothelium during TEM (Fig. 1.1)60. Additionally, our lab has 

previously demonstrated that MyoIIA deficiency impairs both naive and activated T cell 

trafficking to lymphoid and non-lymphoid organs60,109. 

Downstream of Rac and Cdc42 signaling, WASP family proteins bind to Arp2/3 (actin 

related protein 2/3 complex) to form an activated complex that can recruit profilin-bound actin 

monomers to nucleate new actin filaments. This complex binds to pre-existing acting filaments 

to nucleate new filaments at an angle of 70 degrees thus developing a branched actin network 
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(Fig 1.4B)107. In migrating T cells, these branched actin networks expand at the leading edge of 

the cell, pushing the membrane forward to create the lamellipodium (Fig 1.2)96. Arp2/3 and 

branched actin networks may also be involved in generating filopodia110. Mutations in WASP 

and other regulators of Arp2/3 function, such as WIP (WASP-interacting protein) and 

Coronin1A, cause immunodeficiency, in part due to impaired lymphocyte trafficking111–113. 

Additionally, WASP and Arp2/3 contribute to the formation and maintenance of the immune 

synapse114,115. 

Linear actin polymerization is mediated by two major families in T cells: the Ena/VASP 

(vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein) family and the formin family116. These families can also 

participate in branched actin networks by elongating filaments nucleated by Arp2/3. The 

Ena/VASP family elongates actin filaments mainly through anti-capping activity and recruitment 

of G-actin and profilin117,118. In T cells, two Ena/VASP members are expressed, VASP and Ena-

Vasp-Like (EVL). While EVL and VASP function has not been extensively characterized in T 

cells, they have been shown to localize to filopodia and lamellipodia116,119 and may also be 

involved in actin rearrangement downstream of TCR signaling120. We have recently shown that 

EVL and VASP modulate α4 integrin expression and function in activated T cells to promote 

diapedesis and trafficking to both lymphoid and non-lymphoid organs119.  

Formins remodel the actin cytoskeleton both by nucleating new actin filaments and 

processively elongating them via recruitment of profilin-bound G-actin and by anti-capping 

activity (Fig 1.4B)121. While mammals have 15 formin family members122, two are highly 

expressed in primary T cells: Diaphanous-related formin-1 (mDia1, Diaph1) and Formin-like 1 

(FMNL1, FRL1)104,116,123–125. While FMNL1 and mDia1 only share 23% sequence homology, 

they are characterized by the same overall domain structure121,122. Formins form homodimers to 

carry out their function121,122. Dimerization of the formin homology 2 (FH2) domain creates a 
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toroid structure that encircles the actin filament to provide processive actin polymerase activity 

(Fig 1.4B)121,122. This function is aided by a formin homology 1 (FH1) domain that recruits 

profilin-bound G-actin. Regulation of these formins is controlled by an autoinhibition 

mechanism121,122,126–128. A C-terminal diaphanous autoregulatory domain (DAD) interacts with a 

N-terminal diaphanous inhibitory domain (DID) to inactivate actin polymerization (Fig 

1.4A)121,122,126–128. Binding of Rho GTPases to a GTPase binding domain (GBD) disrupts this 

DID-DAD inhibitory interaction to activate the formin (Fig 1.4A)121,122,127,128. GTPase binding 

has also been suggested to regulate the localization of mDia1 and FMNL1126. In this manner, 

formins serve as terminal cytoskeletal effectors for Rho GTPases to induce actin network 

remodeling (Fig 1.4B). 

While mDia1 is expressed in a wide variety of tissues, it is upregulated by activated T 

cells and tissue infiltrating T cells104,129,130.  Biochemically, the GBD of mDia1 has been shown 

to be capable of binding Rac1 and Cdc42, though it has the highest affinity for RhoA131. Studies 

of mDia1 in T cells have further confirmed that mDia1 is primarily a RhoA effector103,104. In 

crawling T cells, mDia1 localizes at the leading edge behind the lamellipodium to drive actin 

polymerization103,104. mDia1 may also be involved in the formation of filopodia, though this has 

not been observed in primary T cells116,132. In addition to its actin polymerization function, 

mDia1 has also been shown to interact with the microtubule cytoskeleton133,134. Mice deficient in 

mDia1 have reduced numbers of T cells in secondary lymphoid organs as a result of impaired T 

cell thymic egress124,135. Additionally, mDia1 has been suggested to mediate morphological 

changes and cytoskeleton remodeling in response to TCR stimulus and within the immunological 

synapse104,116,135,136. These findings may explain prior observations that mDia1-deficient T cells 

are impaired in proliferation in response to anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 stimulus124,135. Loss of 

mDia1 in T cells impairs trafficking to both lymphoid organs as well as inflamed skin124,134. 
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Consistent with these trafficking defects, mDia1-deficient T cells display impaired chemotaxis 

even though chemokine receptor expression levels are unaltered.124,134,135. Likewise, integrin 

expression appears to be unaltered in mDia1-deficient T cells, although adhesion to integrin 

ligands appears to be impaired104,134,135. While the specific requirement for mDia1 in T cell TEM 

for T cells is unknown, we have recently shown that mDia1 promotes completion of diapedesis 

in leukemia cells137. Thus, mDia1 may act in number of capacities to promote T cell migration. 

However, precisely how these effects combine to regulate T cell function during an immune 

response is not fully understood. 

Unlike mDia1, which is expressed in a wide variety of cell types, FMNL1 expression is 

largely restricted to cells of the hematopoietic lineage123,129,130,138. There are conflicting reports as 

to which GTPases regulate FMNL1 activity. The initial pulldown assays of FMNL1 in a mouse 

macrophage cell line suggested it interacts with Rac1, but not Cdc42 or RhoA123. Pulldown 

assays in a human B cell lymphoma line also suggested a FMNL1-Rac1 interaction139. However, 

another report using a different mouse macrophage cell line and in vitro biochemical assays 

reported that FMNL1 was specifically regulated by Cdc42 but not Rac1 or RhoA126. In the Jurkat 

T cell leukemia line, FMNL1 was reported to bind Rac1 and RhoA but not Cdc42116. Thus, the 

regulation of FMNL1 may be cell type- and organism-specific. In addition to actin 

polymerization and anti-capping activity, biochemically, FMNL1 has been also suggested to 

have filament bundling and interestingly, filament severing activity140. FMNL1 is not well 

characterized in T cells, but previous studies have identified roles in macrophage phagocytosis, 

membrane protrusion formation, and migration123,126,141,142. In leukemic cells, FMNL1 has been 

suggested to be involved in membrane dynamics, proliferation, and migration139,143,144. In the 

Jurkat T cell leukemia line, FMNL1 contributes to the reorientation of the centrosome to the 

immune synapse and Golgi apparatus structure116,145. Knockdown of FMNL1 in human CD8 T 
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cells was reported to marginally impair non-specific cytotoxic activity116. FMNL1 has been 

reported to be transcriptionally upregulated in self-reactive T cells that are licensed for CNS 

entry in a rat model of EAE88. Additionally, FMNL1 expression is increased in T cells in equine 

spontaneous autoimmune uveitis146. However, the mechanistic role of FMNL1 in primary 

lymphocytes and in vivo is unknown.  

Scope of Thesis 

The migration of T cells is essential to their role in immune surveillance and effector 

function in tissues3,4. Targeting of T cell trafficking has proven to have therapeutic benefit in 

controlling T cell driven autoimmune and inflammatory pathologies89. The critical role of 

selectins, chemokines and integrins in enabling T cell TEM is well established38. Additionally, 

the role of Rho GTPases in transducing these external signals to mediate the shape changes 

involved in TEM has been well characterized97,98. However, the role of downstream cytoskeletal 

remodeling proteins in effecting these changes is less well understood. Previous studies by our 

lab and others identified roles for Arp2/3, MyoIIA, and Ena/Vasp proteins in T cell migration 

and function. In the work presented in this thesis, we sought to identify the role of the formins, 

FMNL1 and mDia1, in T cell TEM and autoimmune disease. 

Previous studies of FMNL1 had used RNAi knockdown116,126,139,142,143 or myeloid 

specific depletion to investigate the function of FMNL1141.  Therefore, we developed a germline 

FMNL1 knockout (KO) mouse to more fully examine the function of FMNL1 in primary 

lymphocytes. Given that previous studies found a role for the formin mDia1 in promoting T cell 

egress from the thymus and trafficking to lymphoid organs124, we hypothesized that FMNL1 KO 

mice would also be lymphopenic and have T cell trafficking defects. Chapter III details how we 

targeted the Fmnl1 gene and confirmed deletion of the FMNL1 protein. We also present the 

characterization of the immune cell populations in the thymus, blood, and secondary lymphoid 
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organs of FMNL1 KO mice at steady state. Contrary to our initial hypothesis, we found 

equivalent levels of both developmental and mature populations of T cells in FMNL1 KO and 

wild-type (WT) mice. Additionally, we found equivalent populations of other lymphocytes and 

myeloid cells at steady state. Chapter III also highlights that co-transfer experiments with naive 

FMNL1 KO and WT T cells revealed no differences in homing to lymphoid organs. 

Additionally, we found that FMNL1 KO T cells activated equivalently to WT T cells ex vivo. 

Together, our findings in this chapter indicate that FMNL1 is dispensable for lymphocyte 

development, homeostatic trafficking, and activation. 

Activated T cell trafficking to non-lymphoid tissues occurs in physiologically distinct 

vascular environments and involves different chemokines and adhesion molecules compared to 

homeostatic T cell trafficking to lymphoid organs3,4. Thus, we hypothesized that FMNL1 would 

be required for activated T cell trafficking to non-lymphoid tissues with more restrictive vascular 

barriers. Chapter IV examines the ability of activated FMNL1 KO T cells to traffic to inflamed 

pancreatic islets in a murine type 1 diabetes model or the inflamed CNS in the murine EAE 

model of MS. We found that ex vivo activated FMNL1 KO T cells were impaired in homing to 

both the islets and the CNS. In contrast, ex vivo activated FMNL1 KO and WT T cells migrated 

equivalently to secondary lymphoid organs. Chapter IV also presents our findings that self-

reactive FMNL1 KO T cells are impaired in inducing type 1 diabetes and EAE in T cell transfer 

disease models. Combined, our results suggest FMNL1 selectively promotes activated T cell 

trafficking to inflamed non-lymphoid organs and, consequently, promotes T cell-driven 

autoimmune disease. 

Given our observation of impaired trafficking by activated FMNL1 KO T cells, we 

hypothesized that FMNL1 KO T cells would be impaired in transendothelial migration. Chapter 

V examines the requirement for and mechanism of action of FMNL1 in the various stages of 
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TEM, as well as FMNL1 localization in migrating T cells. We found that while FMNL1 was 

dispensable for adhesion, crawling and initiation of diapedesis, it was important for the 

completion of diapedesis. Additionally, we found that FMNL1 was enriched behind the nucleus 

in transmigrating T cells and that FMNL1 KO T cells were impaired in transmigrating their 

nucleus through the endothelium during TEM. Based on these results, we hypothesized that 

FMNL1 would be selectively required for migrating through narrow pores. In Chapter V, we also 

present our findings that FMNL1 deficiency impaired T cell transwell chemotaxis through 3µm 

pores but not 5µm pores. Additionally, we found that FMNL1 was dispensable for neutrophil 

migration through 3µm pores, suggesting that nuclear rigidity determines the requirement for 

FMNL1 in migrating through restrictive barriers. Strikingly, co-inhibition of FMNL1 and 

MyoIIA entirely eliminated T cell chemotaxis through 3µm pores. Furthermore, we found that 

FMNL1 KO T cells are impaired in actin polymerization in response to chemokine. Finally, in 

this chapter, we also present our finding that varying the expression level of FMNL1 in T cells 

positively correlates with their ability to migrate through restrictive barriers. Taken together, our 

data in this chapter suggest that the requirement for FMNL1 is pore size-dependent and that T 

cell migration through restrictive barriers relies on both FMNL1 and MyoIIA. 

Based on previous reports that mDia1 promotes T cell trafficking124,134,135, we 

hypothesized that self-reactive mDia1 KO T cells would be impaired in inducing EAE. We also 

hypothesized that mDia1 KO T cells would be impaired in TEM. Chapter VI details our 

examination of the behavior of mDia1 KO T cells in EAE and TEM. We found that mDia1 KO T 

cells were impaired in inducing EAE and at the diapedesis step of TEM. Our results from this 

chapter suggest that mDia1-deficient T cells have similar autoimmune and TEM phenotypes to 

FMNL1-deficient T cells despite their different localization and upstream regulation. 
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Together, the data presented in this thesis identify a previously unknown role for FMNL1 

in promoting the transmigration of the nucleus through restrictive barriers during T cell TEM. 

Additionally, we show that both FMNL1 and mDia1 are important for T cell driven induction of 

autoimmune disease. These findings may provide insights for targeting actin cytoskeletal 

effectors to therapeutically modulate T cell function in autoimmune and inflammatory diseases.  
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Figure 1.1: The process of T cell transendothelial migration (TEM). A model of the four 
sequential stages of TEM and some of the key molecular regulators of this process. The colored 
bars denote the stages of TEM during which the indicated types of molecular regulators are 
involved. T cells are initially captured from the blood flow to begin selectin-mediated (1) rolling 
along the vascular endothelial wall followed by (2) firm adherence in a chemokine-driven 
integrin-mediated process. After (3) crawling along the endothelium probing for permissive sites 
for extravasation, T cells initiate the (4) diapedesis step and squeeze through the vascular 
endothelium. 
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Figure 1.2: Morphology and actin networks in a crawling T cell. A schematic depicting the 
morphological structures present in a migrating T cell and the actin networks that regulate them. 
Crawling T cells adopt an amoeboid morphology. Extension of branched and linear actin 
networks generates a ruffled, protrusive structure known as the lamellipodium at the leading 
edge of the cell. Additionally, during crawling, linear actin-rich micro-protrusions, known as 
filopodia or podosomes, extend from the T cell to probe for chemokine signals as well as 
permissive sites for transmigration across the endothelium. The cortical cytoskeleton lies 
immediately beneath the plasma membrane and provides structure and shape to the cell. A 
contractile structure known as the uropod defines the trailing edge. 
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Figure 1.3: Transduction of migratory signals to generate morphological changes. 
Generalized schematic depicting how external signals from chemokines and integrin ligands are 
transduced to generate force and morphological changes. Upon binding their ligands, chemokine 
receptors and integrins induce local phosphoinositide production and kinase activity to activate 
guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs). The GEFs in turn activate Rho GTPases which 
orchestrate cytoskeletal rearrangements through the activation of terminal effector proteins that 
directly interact with the actin cytoskeleton. 
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Figure 1.4: Formin domain organization and regulation of activity. A) Schematic of formin 
domain organization in autoinhibited and active states. A C-terminal diaphanous autoregulatory 
domain (DAD) interacts with a N-terminal diaphanous inhibitory domain (DID) to inactivate 
actin polymerization activity of the the formin holomogy 1 (FH1) and formin homology 2 (FH2) 
domains (Fig 1.4A). Binding of Rho GTPases to a GTPase binding domain (GBD) disrupts this 
DID-DAD inhibitory interaction to activate the formin. B) Schematic of actin polymerizing 
activity by a formin dimer and the WASP Arp 2/3 complex. Dimerization of the FH2 domain 
creates a toroid structure that encircles the actin filament to provide processive actin polymerase 
activity. This function is aided by the FH1 domain that recruits profilin-bound G-actin. The 
WASP Arp2/3 complex creates branched actin networks by binding to existing filaments to 
nucleate new filaments at an angle of 70 degrees .  
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CHAPTER II 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Generation of FMNL1 KO Mice 

To obtain FMNL1 KO mice, we targeted the Fmnl1 gene via homologous recombination 

by inserting, after exon 3 of Fmnl1, a strong splice acceptor and a LacZ tag followed by a 

Neomycin selection cassette into C57BL/6 embryonic stem (ES) cells. The targeting construct 

was purchased from EUCOMM. This construct also inserts loxP sites flanking exons 4 to 6 as 

well as FRT sites flanking the LacZ tag and Neomycin cassette. This can enable future 

conversion of the targeted allele into a conditional KO after crossing with Flp recombinase mice 

to eliminate the LacZ-Neomycin cassette and then crossing to mice expressing Cre recombinase 

to excise exons 4-6. To target the Fmnl1 allele, C57BL/6N (JM8.F6) ES cells were 

electroporated with the targeting construct and selected using G418. Individual ES cell colonies 

were isolated, and putative positive homologous recombinants were identified using loss of allele 

analysis followed by long range PCR through both the 5’ and 3’ ends of the targeting construct 

into the Fmnl1 locus. The homologous recombinant ES cell clones were chromosome counted, 

and clones with the best euploidy were microinjected into C57BL/6 albino blastocysts. High 

percentage male chimeras generated from these injections were bred to C57BL/6 albino females. 

Offspring with black coat color were genotyped for the desired Fmnl1 targeting by PCR. For 

these PCRs the following primer sequences were used (Fig 3.1): GF4, 

ACCATATTGTTATCTAGGTCTCCTTG; LAR3, CAACGGGTTCTTCTGTTAGTCC; RCF, 

GGTCTGAGCTCGCCATCAGTTCA; GR4, GCCTACATGGTGTTCATCAGGATCCAC.  

Mice containing the Fmnl1 targeted allele were selected as breeders to propagate the FMNL1 

KO transgenic line. Dr. Jennifer Matsuda and the National Jewish Mouse Genetics Core carried 

out the gene targeting, ES cell manipulation, and chimera generation. Targeting of the Fmnl1 
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gene was further confirmed by western blot comparing lysates from T cells derived from control 

and homozygous FMNL1 KO mice, which show a complete loss of FMNL1 protein. 

Mice 

For characterization experiments and experiments with polyclonal T cells, FMNL1 KO 

mice were paired with age and sex matched WT C57BL/6 mice bred in-house. FMNL1 KO mice 

were crossed with OT-I (C57BL/6-Tg(TcraTcrb)1100Mjb/J)147, OT-II (B6.Cg-

Tg(TcraTcrb)425Cbn/J)148, or 2D2 (C57BL/6-Tg(Tcra2D2,Tcrb2D2)1Kuch/J)149 TCR 

transgenic mice bred in-house to create respective FMNL1 KO TCR transgenic mice. Age and 

sex matched WT TCR transgenic mice bred in-house were used as controls. CD45.1/.1 (B6.SJL-

Ptprca Pepcb/BoyJ)150 mice were purchased from Charles River and bred in-house. RIP-mOva 

(C57BL/6-Tg(Ins2-TFRC/OVA)296Wehi/WehiJ)151 mice were purchased from Jackson Labs. 

Mice deficient in mDia1 (mDia1 KO) on the C57BL/6 background, generated by Sakata et al. as 

described previously124, were generously provided by Dr. Shuh Narumiya (Kyoto University, 

Kyoto, Japan) and bred in-house. For experiments with polyclonal T cells, mDia1 KO mice were 

paired with age and sex matched WT C57BL/6 mice bred in-house. 2D2 TCR transgenic mice 

bred in-house were crossed with mDia1 KO mice to create mDia1 KO 2D2 TCR transgenic 

mice. Age and sex matched WT 2D2 TCR transgenic mice were used as controls. All mice used 

in experiments were 8-16 weeks old. In all experiments except for the EAE trafficking 

experiments both male and female mice were used, alternating between genders for experimental 

repeats. For EAE trafficking experiments, as the EAE induction protocol (Hooke Labs) requires 

female mice, only female mice were used. The experimental procedures were approved by and 

mice were handled in accordance with the guidelines of the National Jewish Health Institutional 

Animal Care and Use Committee. (Protocol Numbers: AS 2811-02-17 and AS2811-12-19)  
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Media 

T cells were cultured in R10 media: RPMI 1640 (Corning) supplemented with L-

glutamine (292 µg/mL), penicillin (100 U/mL), streptomycin (100 µg/mL), and β-

mercaptoethanol (50µM) (all purchased from Gibco) and 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS, 

Corning lot # 35010150). The bEnd.3 endothelial cell line152 was cultured in D10 media: DMEM 

(Corning) supplemented with 10mM HEPES (Corning), L-glutamine, penicillin, streptomycin, 

and β-mercaptoethanol and 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (as above). For microscopy experiments, 

cells were resuspended in imaging media: RPMI 1640 without phenol red (Gibco) supplemented 

with 2% bovine serum albumin (BSA, Millipore Sigma) and 10mM HEPES (Corning). Imaging 

media was also used for actin polymerization and transwell assays. 

Antibodies for Flow Cytometry 

The following monoclonal antibodies were used for flow cytometry staining: CD4 

(GK1.5), CD8a (53-6.7), CD3 (145-2C11), CD19 (6D5), NK1.1 (PK136), CD11b (M1/70), 

Ly6C (HK1.4), Ly6G(1A8), Siglec F(E50-2440), CD11c (N418), MHCII IA/IE (M5.114.15.2), 

F4/80 (BM8), CD64 (X54-5/7.1) , CD44 (IM7), ), CD62L (Mel14), CD49d (R1.2), CD11a 

(M17/4), CXCR3 (CXCR3-173), CXCR4 (L276F12), CD45.1 (A20), CD45.2 (104). These 

antibodies were purchased from Biolegend, eBioscience, or BD Bioscience. For all experiments 

involving flow cytometry, cells were blocked with anti-CD16/CD32 antibodies (2.4G2, 

BioXcell) prior to staining. 

Western Blotting 

FMNL1 was detected using either a goat polyclonal antibody (Santa Cruz Catalog # sc-

66757)  or rabbit polyclonal antibody (Abcam Catalog # ab97456). As a loading control, a-

tubulin was detected using a mouse monoclonal antibody (B-1-5-2, Millipore Sigma). Antibody 

staining was visualized using the Odyssey near-infrared imaging system with IRDye-680 or-800 
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secondary antibodies (Li-cor Biosciences). Band intensities were quantified with densitometry 

using Odyssey 2.1 software (Li-cor Biosciences). 

Flow Cytometry Characterization of FMNL1 KO Mice 

Thymus, blood, spleen, and inguinal lymph nodes were collected from FMNL1 KO mice 

or age and sex matched WT C57BL/6 mice. Blood was lysed in 175 mM ammonium chloride 

(Millipore Sigma) for 30 min on ice. Spleen and LN were mechanically dissociated and then 

digested with Collagenase D (0.4 Wunsch U/mL) and DNase (250 µg/mL) (both from Roche) for 

30 min at 37 °C. After preparations of single cell suspensions, cells were stained with 

fluorescently labeled antibodies. For quantification of cell numbers, a known number of 

CountBright Absolute Counting Beads (ThermoFisher Scientific) were added to each sample. 

Samples were then analyzed by flow cytometry on a BD LSR Fortessa. Thymic populations were 

identified as follows: CD4 single positive (SP): CD4+, CD8-; CD8 SP: CD4-, CD8+; double 

positive (DP): CD4+, CD8+; double negative (DN) CD4-, CD8-. Lymphocyte populations were 

identified as follows: CD4 T cells: CD3+, CD4+; CD8 T cells: CD3+, CD8+; B Cells: CD3-, 

CD19+; natural killer (NK) cells: CD3-, NK1.1+. Myeloid populations were identified as follows: 

monocytes: CD11b+, Ly6Chigh; eosinophils: CD11b+, Siglec F+; neutrophils CD11b+, Ly6G+; 

dendritic cells (DCs): CD11c+, MHCIIhigh; macrophages: CD11b+, Ly6Cint, F4/80+, CD64+. 

T Cell Isolation 

Naive CD4, total CD4, or total CD8 T cells were isolated from dissociated and pooled 

spleen, axillary, brachial, inguinal and mesenteric lymph nodes using magnetic negative 

selection kits (Stemcell Technologies) as described previously119. Naive CD4 T cells were used 

for naive T cell trafficking experiments. Isolated CD8 T cells were used for OT-I experiments 

and islet trafficking experiments. Isolated CD4 T cells were used for all other trafficking 

experiments, microscopy experiments, and in vitro experiments. 
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Polyclonal T Cell Activation and Culture 

Polyclonal T cells were activated ex vivo as described previously119. In brief: isolated T 

cells were activated with plate-bound anti-CD3 (2C11, 1µg/well of 24 well plate) and soluble 

anti-CD28 (PV-1) (2µg/mL) antibodies (both from BioXCell) in the presence of irradiated 

CD45.1/.1 feeder splenocytes for two days in R10. Cells were then removed from the plate and 

cultured with 10 U/mL recombinant human interleukin 2 (rIL2, AIDS Research and Reference 

Reagent Program, Division of AIDS, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, 

National Institutes of Health, from M. Gately, Hoffmann-La Roche) for 3 days with addition of 

fresh R10 media and rIL2 on day 4 post-activation. By day 5, all CD45.1/.1 irradiated 

splenocytes have died. Prior to use dead cell and debris were removed from the culture using a 

Histopacque-1119 (Millipore Sigma) density gradient.  

Fluorescent Dye-Labeling of T Cells 

For lymphoid organ and islet trafficking experiments, WT or FMNL1 KO T cells were 

differentially dye-labeled with either Cell Proliferation Dye eFluor670 (ThermoFisher Scientific) 

or Violet Proliferation Dye 450 (VPD) (BD Biosciences) and then mixed at a 1:1 ratio prior to 

transfer as described previously12. For CNS trafficking experiments WT or FMNL1 KO T cells 

were differentially dye-labeled with VPD or CFSE (ThermoFisher Scientific) and then mixed at 

a 1:1 ratio prior to transfer as described previously119. For microscopy experiments WT and 

FMNL1 T cells were differentially dye-labeled with either CFSE or CellTrace Yellow (CTY) 

(ThermoFisher Scientific) and mixed at a 1:1 ratio. For all experiments involving dye-labeled T 

cells dyes were swapped between WT and FMNL1 KO T cells between experimental repeats to 

control for potential effects of the dyes. To achieve fluorescent labeling, T cells were incubated 

at 37°C for 30 min with the following dye concentrations and incubation media: eFluor670 5 µM 

in HBSS (Corning); VPD 1µM in HBSS; CFSE 2µM in RPMI (Corning); CTY 5 µM in HBSS. 
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After incubation with the indicated dye in the indicated media, an equal volume of FBS was 

added to absorb excess dye and samples were incubated for 2 min at room temperature. Cells 

were then washed 2 times with R10, prior to resuspension in the appropriate buffer or media for 

injection or imaging. 

Lymphoid Organ T Cell Trafficking 

WT and FMNL1 KO T cells were differentially dye-labeled, mixed at a 1:1 ratio (2.5 x 

106 cells each) ratio and transferred intravenously (i.v.) into CD45.1/.1 recipient mice. 24 h post- 

transfer mice were euthanized with CO2. Blood was collected by cardiocentesis and red blood 

cells were lysed for 30min on ice with 175mM ammonium chloride. Spleen was collected and 

mechanically dissociated, and red blood cells were lysed for 5 min at room temperature in 

175mM ammonium chloride. Inguinal lymph nodes were collected and mechanically dissociated. 

After preparation of single-cell suspensions, isolated cells were stained with anti-CD45.2 

antibodies. For quantification of cell numbers, a known number of CountBright Absolute 

Counting Beads (ThermoFisher Scientific) were added to each sample. Samples were then 

analyzed on a CyAn ADP flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter). Transferred T cells were 

identified as CD45.2+ and either VPD+ or efluor670+.  

Islet Trafficking 

Adam Sandor and Victor Lui performed the islet trafficking experiments. OT-I T cells 

(107) were isolated and transferred i.v. into RIP-mOVA recipient mice 7 days prior to harvest to 

induce immune infiltration of the islets. Ex vivo activated, polyclonal, WT and FMNL1 KO CD8 

T cells were differentially dye-labeled, mixed at a 1:1 ratio (107 cells each) and transferred i.v. 

into these RIP-mOVA mice 24 h prior to harvest. Mice were anesthetized with intraperitoneal 

(i.p.) ketamine (50 mg/g, Vedco) and xylazine (5 mg/g, JHP) prior to euthanasia by 

cardiocentesis and cervical dislocation. Blood was collected and processed as above. Pancreatic 
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islets were harvested as described previously 12,35. In brief: the pancreas was inflated via the 

common bile duct with ∼3 mL of 0.8 mg/mL Collagenase P (Roche) and 10 μg/mL Dnase I 

(Roche) in HBSS (Corning). Following inflation, the pancreas was removed and incubated at 37 

°C for 10–16 min, and the islets were isolated by density centrifugation. Intact islets were then 

handpicked under a dissecting microscope and subsequently digested with Collagenase D (0.4 

Wunsch U/mL, Roche) for 30 min, followed by 30 min in Cell Dissociation Buffer (Millipore 

Sigma) to prepare a single cell suspension. Isolated cells were stained with anti-CD45.2, and 

anti-CD8 antibodies. For quantification of cell numbers, a known number of CountBright 

Absolute Counting Beads (ThermoFisher Scientific) were added to each sample. Samples were 

then analyzed on a BD LSR Fortessa. Transferred T cells were identified as CD45.2+, CD8+, and 

either efluor670+ or VPD+. 

CNS Trafficking 

First, EAE was induced in recipient mice using induction kits (Hooke Laboratories) 

according to the manufacturers protocol. Briefly, WT female CD45.1/.1 mice were immunized 

with MOG35–55 peptide emulsified in complete Freund’s adjuvant injected subcutaneously, 

followed by intraperitoneal injection of pertussis toxin on the day of induction and the following 

day. EAE onset was within 10–15 d post-immunization. Mice were monitored and scored daily 

for development of EAE based on the following 0–5 scoring criteria: 0, no disease; 1 limp tail; 2, 

weakness or partial paralysis of hind limbs; 3, full paralysis of hind limbs; 4, complete hind limb 

paralysis and partial front limb paralysis; 5, complete paralysis of front and hind limbs or 

moribund state. Mice with a score ≥ 4 were euthanized immediately. Experiments to quantify 

trafficking to the brain and spinal cord were performed as described previously119. In brief: ex 

vivo activated, polyclonal WT and FMNL1 KO CD4 T cells were differentially dye-labeled, 

mixed at a 1:1 ratio (107 cells each) and transferred i.v. into mice with an EAE score of 2.0-3.0. 
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24 h later mice were euthanized for tissue collection. To distinguish transferred cells in the 

vasculature from those fully extravasated into the parenchyma of tissues, mice were injected via 

tail vein with 3 μg of anti-CD4-allophycocyanin 4 min prior to euthanasia as described 

previously153,154. After euthanasia, blood was collected by cardiocentesis and the vasculature of 

the mouse was perfused with saline through the heart. Blood was processed as above. Brain and 

spinal cord were mechanically dissociated and total leukocytes were then isolated with a 

70%/30% Percoll gradient (Millipore Sigma). After preparation of single-cell suspensions, 

isolated cells were stained with anti-CD45.2, and anti-CD45.1 antibodies. For quantification of 

cell numbers, a known number of CountBright Absolute Counting Beads (ThermoFisher 

Scientific) were added to each sample. Samples were then analyzed on a BD LSR Fortessa. 

Transferred T cells were identified as CD45.2+, CD45.1-, and either CFSE+ or VPD+. In the brain 

and spinal cord samples, extravasated cells were identified as intravascular CD4-. 

T Cell Transfer Diabetes Model 

WT and FMNL1 KO OT-I T cells were activated ex vivo with OVA peptide 257 – 264 

(Pi Proteomics) for 2 days in the presence of irradiated CD45.1/.1 splenocytes and then cultured 

with IL-2 as above for 4 days. WT and FMNL1 KO OT-II T cells were activated with OVA 

peptide 323-339 (GenScript) for 2 days in the presence irradiated CD45.1/.1 splenocytes and 

then cultured with IL-2 as above for 4 days. On day 6 post-antigen stimulus, dead cells were 

removed by Histopacque-1119 (Millipore Sigma) density gradient. OT-I (5 x 106) and OT-II (2.5 

x 106) T cells of the same FMNL1 genotype (WT with WT, KO with KO) were then combined 

and transferred i.v. into RIP-mOVA recipient mice. The blood glucose of the recipient mice was 

then monitored daily from days 4-28 post-transfer. Mice with blood glucose levels of greater 

than 350 mg/dL on two consecutive days were considered to be diabetic and were euthanized. 
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T Cell Transfer EAE Model 

WT or KO (FMNL1 KO or mDia1 KO) 2D2 T cells were activated with MOG peptide 

35-55 (20 µg/mL) (CHI Scientific) for two days in the presence of irradiated CD45.1/.1 

splenocytes and then cultured with IL-2 as above for 5 days. On day 7 post-antigen stimulus, 

dead cells were removed by Histopacque-1119 (Millipore Sigma) density gradient. Cells were 

then restimulated with plate-bound anti-CD3 (2C11, 1µg/well of 24 well plate) and plate-bound 

anti-CD28 (PV-1, 1µg/well of 24 well plate) antibodies (both from BioXCell) for two days. Cells 

were then removed from the plate and rested for an additional day in R10. 5 x 106 of these 

activated WT or KO 2D2 T cells were then transferred i.v. into sub-lethally irradiated (300 rads) 

CD45.1/.1 recipient mice. From days 7-28 post-transfer mice, were monitored and scored for 

development of EAE as described above. The researchers performing the disease scoring were 

blinded as to the experimental group of the mice. 

Microscopy 

All microscopy experiments employed a 3i (Intelligent Imaging Innovations) Marianas 

spinning-disk confocal microscope system equipped with a Zeiss inverted stand and a Yokogawa 

spinning disk unit. The microscope is housed in an environmental control chamber and all 

imaging of live-cells was performed at 37 °C. 

T cell TEM Under Flow 

TEM experiments were performed as described previously119,137,155. In brief: a 1:1 

mixture of ex vivo activated, differentially fluorescently dye-labeled WT and KO (FMNL1 KO 

or mDia1 KO) T cells was resuspended in imaging media at 2 x 106 cells/mL. T cells were 

perfused at 0.2 dyne/cm2 shear-flow into a flow chamber (μ-slide VI, IBIDI) coated with a 

monolayer of bEnd.3 brain-derived endothelial cells152, that had been activated with 40ng/mL 

TNF-α (ThermoFisher Scientific) 24 h before imaging and treated with 10 ng/mL CXCL10 
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(Peprotech) 30 min before imaging. After 5 min of accumulation, the shear-flow was raised to 2 

dyne/cm2. Phase contrast and fluorescence images were acquired every 20 s for 30 min using a 

spinning-disk confocal microscope with a 20x phase objective (Zeiss). Time-lapse images were 

then analyzed using SlideBook 6 (3i) and the stages of TEM manually scored as described 

previously119,137,155. Briefly, T cells that lose a portion of the phase halo localized to a small 

protrusion of the cell, detected by fluorescence, are considered to have attempted diapedesis, 

with completion being scored as complete loss of the phase halo. Diapedesis data were filtered to 

exclude all cells that were not present in the field of view for at least 13 min (twice the mean 

time from the start of imaging until the completion of diapedesis). This filtering is applied to 

prevent biased scoring of cells that were not present in the imaging field of view for very long as 

being failed attempts at diapedesis. 

FMNL1 Localization During TEM 

Ex vivo activated WT T cells dye-labeled with CTY were perfused into flow chambers 

containing b.End3 monolayers for 5 min as above. Cells were allowed to migrate under 2 

dyne/cm2 shear flow for 5 min and then fixed with 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde (Electron 

Microscopy Sciences) in PBS for 10 min. Cells were then permeabilized and blocked for 1 h at 

room temperature with the following saponin buffer: 0.5% (w/v) saponin (Millipore Sigma) 2% 

(v/v) FBS (Corning) 2% (v/v) normal donkey serum (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories) 

with 0.05% (w/v) sodium azide (Millipore Sigma) in PBS (Millipore Sigma). Cells were stained 

overnight at 4 °C with a mouse monoclonal antibody against FMNL1 (A4, Santa Cruz) diluted 

1:100 in the saponin solution. To visualize the FMNL1 antibody, cells were subsequently stained 

with a Dylight-649 conjugated Donkey anti-mouse secondary antibody (Jackson 

ImmunoResearch) diluted 1:100 in saponin buffer for 1 h at room temperature. To visualize the 

nucleus, cells were additionally stained with 250ng/mL DAPI (ThermoFisher Scientific) during 
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the secondary antibody step. Multi-plane images were then acquired across a 10 µm range using 

a spinning-disk confocal microscope with a 40x Water/Oil objective (Zeiss). Maximum Z-

projections and side-view reconstruction images were compiled using SlideBook 6 (Intelligent 

Imaging Innovations). After background fluorescence subtraction, the linescan intensities were 

then used to categorize the level of FMNL1 enrichment adjacent to the back of nucleus as 

follows: perinuclear enrichment: ≥1.33x fold peak of FMNL1 fluorescence intensity behind the 

nucleus compared to other peaks of FMNL1 fluorescence in the rest of the cell; no enrichment: 

lack of a main peak of FMNL1 fluorescence behind the nucleus; partial enrichment: presence of 

a FMNL1 peak behind the nucleus with additional peaks of similar intensities in other locations 

of the cell 

Nucleus Localization During TEM 

Ex vivo activated, differentially dye-labeled WT and FMNL1 KO T cells were perfused 

into flow chambers with b.End3 monolayers, allowed to migrate, and then fixed as above. Cells 

were stained with DAPI as above and then imaged using a spinning-disk confocal microscope 

(3i) with a 40x phase objective (Zeiss). Similar to the live cell analysis above, phase contrast 

imaging was analyzed with SlideBook 6 and manually scored to determine the position of the 

nucleus relative to the plane of the endothelium as follows: above – nucleus completely 

surrounded by the phase halo; in process – nucleus partially surrounded by the phase halo; below 

– nuclei with complete absence of the phase halo. 

T cell Transwell Migration 

Wells of a 24-well plate were prepared containing either 5 μm or 3 μm transwell inserts 

(Corning) and imaging media with either 100ng/mL CXCL10 or 1ug/mL CXCL12 (both from 

Peprotech) in the bottom chamber. 1 x 106 WT or FMNL1 KO T cells were added to the top 

chambers and allowed to migrate for 1 h at 37 °C into the lower well. 2 x 105 cells (20% of input 
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cells added to transwells) were placed directly into bottom wells with no transwell as a standard 

to calculate the percentage of migrated cells. Each condition was set up in duplicate. Migrated T 

cells were collected from the bottom wells and 25 μL of CountBright Absolute Counting Beads 

(ThermoFisher Scientific) were added to each sample to enable quantification of migrated cells. 

Each sample was quantified for a fixed period (30 s) using a flow cytometer (CyAn ADP 

Beckman Coulter). The number of cells counted during this time was normalized to the number 

of beads counted to adjust for any variations in flow rate during the run. For chemical inhibition 

experiments, T cells were incubated for 30 min at 37 °C with 100 μM blebbistatin (Millipore 

Sigma) or an equivalent amount of DMSO vehicle prior to the transwell assay. During the assay, 

this concentration was maintained in both transwell chambers, as well as the 20% standard wells 

used to calculate the percentage of migrated cells.   

Neutrophil Transwell Migration 

Wells of a 24 well plate were prepared with 3 μm transwell inserts as above and with 

100ng/mL CXCL1 (Peprotech) in the bottom chamber. Neutrophils were isolated from the bone 

marrow of WT or FMNL1 KO mice using magnetic negative selection kits (StemCell 

Technologies), and then 1 x 106 cells were added to the top chambers of the transwells. Cells 

were allowed to migrate for 1 h at 37 °C and then quantified as above. 

Actin Polymerization Assay 

Quantification of actin polymerization in response to chemokine was performed as 

described previously119. In brief: ex vivo activated WT or FMNL1 KO T cells were stimulated 

with either no chemokine, 1 μg/mL CXCL12 or 100 ng/mL CXCL10 (Peprotech) for 5, 15, or 60 

s at 37 °C in imaging media. All conditions were set up in duplicate. The reaction was stopped 

using 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences) in PBS, and the cells were 

fixed for 10 min. T cells were then permeabilized with saponin buffer (as in microscopy 
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experiments) for 30 min at room temperature. Cells were stained with a 1:50 dilution of 

Phalloidin Alexa Fluor 647 (ThermoFisher Scientific), and fluorescence was quantified using a 

CyAn ADP flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter). Geometric mean fluorescence intensities (gMFI) 

were normalized to the values of the unstimulated samples.  

FMNL1 Re-Expression 

WT or FMNL1 KO T cells were activated with anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 antibodies as 

above and then on day two post-activation transduced with Moloney murine leukemia retrovirus 

(MMLV) constructs either expressing FMNL1 and GFP (under an IRES) or fluorescent protein 

alone. To maximize expression, cells were transduced a second time with the same viral vectors 

on day 3 post-activation. On day 4 post-activation, GFP+ T cells were sorted using an ICyte 

Synergy (Sony). After 24 h of culture, cells were used in transwell assays or for western blot as 

described above. 

Flow Cytometry Analysis 

Flow cytometry gating, analysis and graph preparation were performed using FlowJo 

v.10 software. To determine fluorescence spillover and compensation, single stains for each 

fluorescent antibody or dye used in a given experiment were prepared and fluorescence 

intensities in each channel were recorded. The percentage compensation for each combination of 

chanels was then calculated using FlowJo. This compensation matrix was then applied to 

samples and manually checked to ensure appropriate compensation at all levels of fluorescence 

and for over/under-compensation. Flow cytometry gates were based on previous reports for the 

indicated population, or unstained or fluorescence-minus-one controls to determine a true 

positive population. For comparisons of expression levels between WT and either FMNL1 KO or 

mDia1 KO T cells, the geometric mean fluorescence intensity (gMFI) was calculated for the 

indicated channel using FlowJo. Then the gMFI of a given channel for the KO cells was 
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devivded by the gMFI of the same channel for the WT cells to determine a gMFI ratio. 

Statistical Analysis 

Graphpad Prism 7.0 software was used to create graphs and to perform all statistical 

analyses. Specific statistical tests and n for each experiment are indicated in the corresponding 

figure legend. In experiments directly analyzing WT or FMNL1 KO mice, such as the leukocyte 

population characterization experiments, the individual mice were considered to be the 

independent experimental unit (n). In experiments where WT or KO T cells were transferred into 

multiple recipient mice, the source mouse for transferred cells was considered the independent 

experimental unit and statistics were performed on the mean values from mice receiving the 

same source of cells. Similarly, for microscopy experiments, the source mouse was considered to 

be the independent experimental unit, and statistics were performed on the mean values from 

cells from the same source. 
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CHAPTER III 

FMNL1 IS DISPENSABLE FOR T CELL DEVELOPMENT AND HOMEOSTATIC 

TRAFFICKING 

Introduction 

T cells are inherently migratory and motile cells during both their development in the 

thymus and their subsequent immune surveillance in lymphoid organs3,4. In T cell development 

lymphoid progenitor cells traffic to the thymus where they undergo positive and negative 

selection to produce mature T cells14,16. During this process of thymic selection, thymocytes 

migrate within the thymus to efficiently scan and interact with specialized thymic APCs5,15,16. 

Positive and negative selection occur in distinct microenvironments, and thus as thymocytes 

develop they must migrate between areas of the thymus as well15,16. The strength of thymocyte-

APC interactions is thought to dictate the ultimate fate of a developing T cell16. Mature T cells 

must then exit the thymus and egress into the bloodstream17,156. From the bloodstream, these 

mature naive T cells circulate to and within secondary lymphoid organs to survey for the 

presence of their cognate antigens on APCs. Peptide-MHC recognition by the TCR triggers the 

formation of an immune synapse between the T Cell and the APC, accompanied by dramatic 

changes to cell morphology and receptor organization157. Synapse formation regulates T cell 

activation and proliferation in response to antigenic stimulus157,158.  These T cell migratory 

behaviors and morphological transformations are facilitated by a dynamic actin cytoskeleton that 

enables rapid phyiscal changes in response to environmental stimuli6,47. T-APC interactions and 

organization of the immune synapse are also mediated by cytoskeletal remodeling11,116,136,158. 

Prior studies of cytoskeletal effector proteins have demonstrated that disruption of normal actin 

dynamics can alter both lymphocyte development and homeostatic trafficking11,111,124,134,135,159. 
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Indeed, several immune deficiencies are a result of aberrant regulation of the actin 

cytoskeleton6,111–113,160. 

Actin networks in T cells consist of branched and linear filaments that are cross-linked by 

the motor protein MyoIIA6. Our lab has previously shown that MyoIIA deficiency alters T cell 

trafficking to and within lymph nodes 60,109. Branched actin networks, which are generated by the 

Arp2/3 complex and its upstream regulators, WASP family proteins, play a role in T cell 

trafficking as well as in generation of membrane protrusions during TEM111. Additionally, 

WASP and Arp2/3 contribute to formation and maintenance of the immune synapse114,115.  

Mutations in WASP and other regulators of Arp2/3 function cause immunodeficiency in part due 

to impaired lymphocyte trafficking111–113. Formins generate linear actin filaments by both 

nucleating new actin filaments and processively elongating them through recruitment of profilin-

bound actin monomers and protection from anti-capping proteins121. Two members of the formin 

family are highly expressed in T cells: mDia1 and FMNL1104,116,123–125. Previous studies have 

identified a broad role for mDia1 in regulating T cell trafficking, thymic egress, chemotaxis, and 

activation 104,124,134,135. We have recently shown that mDia1 promotes the dissemination and 

transendothelial migration of leukemia cells137. Unlike mDia1, which is expressed in a wide 

variety of cell types, FMNL1 expression is largely restricted to cells of the hematopoietic 

lineage123,129,130,138. FMNL1 has previously been implicated in macrophage phagocytosis, 

membrane protrusion formation, and migration123,126,141,142. In leukemic cells, FMNL1 has been 

suggested to be involved in membrane dynamics, proliferation and migration139,143,144. FMNL1 is 

not well characterized in T cells. Previous studies have suggested that FMNL1 contributes to the 

reorientation of the centrosome to the immune synapse and Golgi apparatus structure in Jurkat 

transformed T cells as well as the cytotoxic behavior of CD8 T cells 116,145. However, the role of 

FMNL1 in primary lymphocytes is unknown.  
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Since previous studies relied on RNAi approaches116,126,139,142,143 or myeloid specific 

deletion to investigate FMNL1141, we developed a novel germline FMNL1 KO mouse to more 

fully investigate the function of FMNL1 in primary lymphocytes. Given that disruption of the 

cytoskeleton can potentially alter immune cell development, we began our studies by examining 

the immune cell populations in the blood and lymphoid organs of FMNL1 KO mice. Since the 

cytoskeleton can also impact T cell trafficking and activation, we subsequently investigated the 

ability of FMNL1 KO T cells to migrate to lymphoid organs and be activated ex vivo. Here, we 

report that FMNL1 is dispensable for lymphocyte development, T cell trafficking to lymphoid 

organs, and ex vivo T cell activation. 

Results 

Deletion of FMNL1 Does Not Significantly Alter Major Immune Cell Populations 

To determine the role of FMNL1 in immune cell function we generated FMNL1 KO 

mice, with the assistance of Jen Matsuda and the National Jewish Mouse Genetics Core, by 

inserting a LacZ-neomycin cassette into the Fmnl1 locus of C57BL/6 mice (Fig. 3.1A). We 

confirmed the correct insertion of this cassette via PCR (Fig. 3.1B, C) and verified deletion of 

FMNL1 at the protein level via western blot (Fig. 3.1D). We then examined whether FMNL1 

deficiency altered the number and frequency of major immune cell populations in the thymus, 

blood, and secondary lymphoid organs. Flow cytometric analysis of the blood as well as the 

primary and secondary lymphoid tissues revealed no major differences in the number and 

proportions of either lymphoid (Figs. 3.2-3.5) or myeloid populations (Fig. 3.6) between FMNL1 

KO and age matched control mice. These data suggest that deficiency in FMNL1 does not result 

in substantial alterations to the major immune cell compartments at steady state.  
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FMNL1 Deficiency Does Not Affect Naive T cell Trafficking to Secondary Lymphoid 

Organs 

Similar lymphocyte populations in the WT and KO mice at steady state suggested that 

FMNL1 is not required for homeostatic T cell trafficking. To confirm this we used co-adoptive 

transfer of differentially fluorescently labeled naive CD45.2 WT control and FMNL1 KO T cells 

into CD45.1/.1 congenic WT recipient mice (Fig. 3.7A). Twenty-four hours post-intravenous 

transfer, we found equivalent ratios and numbers of transferred control and FMNL1 KO T cells 

in the spleen, lymph nodes, and blood of recipient mice (Fig. 3.7B, C). Taken together with our 

observations of similar T cell numbers at steady state (Figs. 3.2-3.5), our data suggest that 

FMNL1 is dispensable for homeostatic T cell trafficking to secondary lymphoid organs. 

FMNL1 Deficiency Does Not Impair Ex Vivo T Cell Activation 

Since the cytoskeleton can impact T cell activation124,135,136,158, we next wanted to 

examine whether T cell activation would be altered by FMNL1 deficiency. We incubated WT 

and FMNL1 KO T cells with a strong APC-independent stimulus ex vivo using anti-CD3 and 

anti-CD28 antibodies. We found no major differences in the proliferation (Fig. 3.8A), the 

expression of canonical markers of activation (Fig. 3.8B, C) and chemokine receptors (Fig. 3.8D, 

E), or the size (Fig. 3.8F, G) of FMNL1 KO T cells compared to WT T cells. These data suggest 

that FMNL1 KO T cells activate equivalently to WT T cells ex vivo. 

Discussion 

Both T cell development and immune surveillance rely on the migration of T cells to and 

within primary and secondary lymphoid organs. Inherent to this motile behavior is dynamic 

remodeling of actin filaments by cytoskeletal effectors. While deficiency in other cytoskeletal 

effectors has been shown to impair the development, trafficking, and activation of T cells104,111–

115,124,135, our data suggest that FMNL1 is dispensable for these processes.    
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A prior report suggested that complete FMNL1 deficiency in mice would be genetically 

lethal141. However, our FMNL1-deficient mice are viable and breed normally. This discrepancy 

may be due to differences in the targeting approach and use of a ubiquitously expressed Cre 

recombinase in the earlier approach. Furthermore, the small sample size of litters in the previous 

report suggests that the determination of embryonic lethality may not have been statistically 

robust. Formins and linear actin networks have been previously implicated in the formation of 

the cytokinetic ring during cell division121. For example, FMNL1 is reported to be involved in 

proliferation of leukemia cells139. Our observation of normal populations of immune cells within 

the blood, spleen, and lymph nodes of FMNL1-deficient mice suggests that FMNL1 is 

dispensable for hematopoiesis. Even in the case of rapid proliferation of T cells after a strong 

activation stimulus, we observed no difference in proliferation between WT and FMNL1-

deficient mice in vitro. It is possible that, in the case of constant division by transformed 

lymphocytes, other Formins, such as mDia1, are unable to compensate. It is also likely that the 

requirements for FMNL1 differ between primary and transformed lymphocytes.  

Previous investigations of the other primary formin expressed in T cells, mDia1, 

observed defects in the development, trafficking, and ex vivo activation of mDia1-deficient T 

cells104,124,134,135. In contrast, in FMNL1-deficient mice, we observed normal populations of both 

thymic precursors and mature T cells, as well as unimpaired T cell trafficking to secondary 

lymphoid organs and ex vivo activation. These data suggest that FMNL1 may play a distinct role 

from mDia1 in T cell development, trafficking, and activation. 

Given the previously proposed roles for FMNL1 and formins in cell polarization and 

actin organization during T-APC interactions in Jurkat cells116,136, one might predict impaired 

thymic selection or activation in FMNL1-deficient T cells. However, as mentioned above, in 

FMNL1-deficient mice we observed normal numbers of thymic precursors and mature T cells, as 
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well as equivalent ex vivo T cell activation. These discrepancies maybe due to differences 

between in vitro Jurkat-APC interactions and T cells and anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 antibodies. 

Additionally, the nature of the immune synapse and T cell-APC interactions is likely different 

between thymocytes and mature T cells161. Future in vivo studies of T cell activation in response 

to vaccination or pathogen challenge in FMNL1 KO mice will further clarify the role for 

FMNL1 in T cell activation.  

While our data do not currently suggest any substantial alterations to the numbers of the 

major immune populations in FMNL1-deficient mice, our population characterization in this 

study is limited to the numbers and proportions of broadly defined immune cell populations in 

the lymphoid organs and the blood. It is possible that although T cell numbers in these tissues are 

equivalent between WT and FMNL1 KO mice, there are alterations in the TCR repertoire or 

specific sub-populations of T cells. Additionally, a number of specialized T cells reside in non-

lymphoid tissues162–164, and it is possible their numbers and function could be altered in FMNL1-

deficient mice. While we observed equivalent numbers of myeloid cells in the blood and 

lymphoid organs of FMNL1-deficient mice, many innate immune populations exist within non-

lymphoid tissue163–165. As has been suggested previously with macrophages123,141,142,166, FMNL1-

deficiency may alter the number and function of innate immune cells in non-lymphoid organs. 

Further characterization of the immune cell populations in the non-lymphoid organs of FMNL1-

deficient mice may reveal additional roles for FMNL1 in immune function. While additional 

immune cell phenotypes may be identified in FMNL1-deficient mice, our observations here 

present the opportunity to examine the function of FMNL1 in T cell trafficking and autoimmune 

disease without the potential confounding effects of substantially altered lymphocyte 

development and proliferation.  
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Figure 3.1: Fmnl1 targeting strategy and knock-out confirmation. A) Schematic of the 
targeted Fmnl1 allele after homologous recombination with the targeting construct. B) PCR 
reaction (with GF4 and LAR3 primers) showing ES cell clones positive for the insertion at the 5’ 
end of the targeting construct. C) PCR reaction (with RCF and GR4 primers) showing ES cell 
clones positive for the insertion at the 3’ end of the targeting construct confirming that the 
complete targeting construct was recombined into the Fmnl1 locus. Clone 9 was ultimately 
selected to establish the FMNL1 KO line. D) Representative western blot showing complete loss 
of FMNL1 protein expression in T cells from mice homozygous for the Fmnl1 KO allele. 
Tubulin staining is shown as a loading control.  
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Figure 3.2: Thymic populations are not altered in FMNL1 KO mice. A) Representative CD4 
by CD8 flow cytometry plots of single cell gated populations from the thymus of WT or FMNL1 
KO mice. Thymic populations were identified as follows: CD4 single positive (SP): CD4+, CD8-; 
CD8 SP: CD4-, CD8+; double positive (DP): CD4+, CD8+; double negative (DN) CD4-, CD8. B) 
Quantification of the populations in A. Frequencies of singlet gated cells (left) and total numbers 
per thymus (right). Data in B are the mean ± the SEM from 8 independent mice for each group. 
Statistics were calculated using two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test. n.s. = 
not significant.   
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Figure 3.3: Blood lymphocyte populations are not altered in FMNL1 KO mice. A) 

Representative CD4 by CD8 flow cytometry plots of CD3+ gated cells from the blood of WT or 
FMNL1 KO mice (top). Representative CD19 by NK1.1 flow cytometry plots of CD3- gated 
cells from the blood of WT or FMNL1 KO mice (bottom). Lymphocyte populations were 
identified as follows: CD4 T cells: CD3+, CD4+; CD8 T cells: CD3+, CD8+; B Cells: CD3-, 
CD19+; natural killer (NK) cells: CD3-, NK1.1+. B) Quantification of the populations in A. 
Frequencies of singlet gated cells (left) and total numbers per ml of blood (right). Data in B are 
the mean ± the SEM from 8 independent mice for each group. Statistics were calculated using 
two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test. n.s. = not significant. 
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Figure 3.4: Splenic lymphocyte populations are not altered in FMNL1 KO mice. A) 

Representative CD4 by CD8 flow cytometry plots of CD3+ gated cells from the spleen of WT or 
FMNL1 KO mice (top). Representative CD19 by NK1.1 flow cytometry plots and of CD3- gated 
cells from the spleen of WT or FMNL1 KO mice (bottom). Lymphocyte populations were 
identified as follows: CD4 T cells: CD3+, CD4+; CD8 T cells: CD3+, CD8+; B Cells: CD3-, 
CD19+; natural killer (NK) cells: CD3-, NK1.1+. B) Quantification of the populations in A. 
Frequencies of singlet gated cells (left) and total numbers per spleen (right). Data in B are the 
mean ± the SEM from 8 independent mice for each group. Statistics were calculated using two-
way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test. n.s. = not significant.  
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Figure 3.5: Lymph node lymphocyte populations are not altered in FMNL1 KO mice. A) 
Representative CD4 by CD8 flow cytometry plots of CD3+ gated cells from the inguinal lymph 
nodes of WT or FMNL1 KO mice (top). Representative CD19 by NK1.1 flow cytometry plots 
and of CD3- gated cells from the inguinal lymph nodes of WT or FMNL1 KO mice (bottom). 
Lymphocyte populations were identified as follows: CD4 T cells: CD3+, CD4+; CD8 T cells: 
CD3+, CD8+; B Cells: CD3-, CD19+; natural killer (NK) cells: CD3-, NK1.1+. B) Quantification 
of the populations in A. Frequencies of singlet gated cells (left) and total numbers per spleen 
(right). Data in B are the mean ± the SEM from 8 independent mice for each group. Statistics 
were calculated using two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test. n.s. = not 
significant.  
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Figure 3.6. Myeloid populations in peripheral lymphoid organs are not altered in FMNL1 
KO mice. 
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Figure 3.6. Myeloid populations in peripheral lymphoid organs are not altered in FMNL1 
KO mice. Myeloid populations were identified as follows: monocytes: CD11b+, Ly6Chigh; 
eosinophils: CD11b+, Siglec F+; neutrophils CD11b+, Ly6G+; dendritic cells (DCs): CD11c+, 
MHCIIhigh; macrophages: CD11b+, Ly6Cint, F4/80+, CD64+. A) Blood myeloid populations are 
not altered in FMNL1 KO mice. Frequencies of singlet gated cells (left) and total numbers of the 
indicated populations per ml of blood (right). B) Splenic myeloid populations are not altered in 
FMNL1 KO mice. Frequencies of singlet gated cells (left) and total numbers of the indicated 
populations per spleen (right). C) Lymph node myeloid populations are not altered in FMNL1 
KO mice. Frequencies of singlet gated cells (left) and total numbers of the indicated populations 
per inguinal lymph node (right). Data in A-C are the mean ± the SEM from 6 independent mice 
for each group. Statistics were calculated using two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple 
comparisons test. n.s. = not significant. 
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Figure 3.7: FMNL1 deficiency does not impair naive T cell trafficking to lymphoid tissues. 
A) Experimental set-up to quantify naive T cell trafficking to lymphoid organs. Differentially 
fluorescent dye-labeled naive WT and FMNL1 KO T cells were co-transferred intravenously at a 
1:1 ratio into CD45.1/.1 congenic recipient mice and T cell trafficking to lymphoid tissues was 
quantified by flow cytometry 24 h post-transfer. B) Representative lymph node flow plots and 
gating strategy for identifying co-transferred dye-labeled T cells. C) Ratio of co-transferred 
FMNL1 KO to WT T cells in the indicated tissues (left). Values were normalized to the FMNL1 
KO:WT ratio in the injected sample. A ratio below 1.0 (dashed line) indicates impaired 
trafficking to the tissue. Number of transferred WT or FMNL1 KO T cells recovered from the 
indicated tissues (right). Data in C are the mean ± SEM (left) or individual means (right) from 3 
independent experiments with 2 recipient mice each per experiment. Statistics in C were 
calculated using a one-sample two-tailed t-test against a theoretical FMNL1 KO:WT ratio of 1.0 
(left) or repeated measures one-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test (right). n.s. 
= not significant.  
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Figure 3.8: FMNL1 deficiency does not impair ex vivo T cell activation.   
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Figure 3.8: FMNL1 deficiency does not impair ex vivo T cell activation. T cells from WT or 
FMNL1 KO mice were isolated and then activated ex vivo with anti-CD3 and CD28 antibodies 
in the presence of WT irradiated CD45.1/.1 congenic splenocytes. After two days, T cells were 
removed from CD3 stimulus and cultured with IL-2. A) WT and FMNL1 KO T cells proliferate 
equivalently in response to CD3 stimulus. Total number of WT or KO T cells on days 0, 2 and 4 
post-stimulus. B) Activated WT and FMNL1 KO T cells express equivalent levels of adhesion 
molecules and activation markers. Ratio of geometric mean fluorescent intensity (gMFI) of 
antibody staining of indicated surface molecules of FMNL1 KO T cells compared to WT T cells 
5 days after activation. A ratio above or below 1.0 (dashed line) indicates a respective increase or 
decrease in expression of the indicated marker on FMNL1 KO T cells relative to WT. C) 

Representative overlay histograms of antibody staining for the indicated surface molecules 
quantified in B. D) Activated WT and FMNL1 KO T cells express equivalent levels of 
chemokine receptors. Ratio of gMFI of antibody staining of indicated chemokine receptors of 
FMNL1 KO T cells compared to WT T cells 5 days after activation. E) Representative overlay 
histograms of antibody staining for the indicated surface molecules quantified in D. F) Activated 

WT and FMNL1 KO T cells are the same size. Ratio of gMFI for forward scatter (FSC) of 
FMNL1 KO T cells compared to WT T cells 5 days after activation. G) Representative overlay 
histogram for forward scatter intensities quantified in F. Data in A, B, D and F are the mean ± 
SEM from 4 independent experiments. Statistics in A were calculated using repeated measures 
two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test; statistics in B, D and F were 
calculated using a one-sample two-tailed t-test against a theoretical FMNL1 KO:WT gMFI ratio 
of 1.0. n.s. = not significant. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FMNL1 DEFICIENCY IMPAIRS TRAFFICKING TO SITES OF INFLAMMATION 

AND T CELL DRIVEN AUTOIMMUNE DISEASE 

Introduction 

Activated T cell trafficking and extravasation into tissues are required for execution of 

effector functions against pathogens and malignant cells34. However, in the context of aberrant 

immune function, T cell entry into target tissues can be a driver of autoimmune and 

inflammatory diseases34,36,167. For example, in type 1 diabetes, CD8 T cells invade the pancreatic 

islets to destroy b cells34, while in multiple sclerosis and its mouse model, EAE, pathogenic CD4 

T cells invade the central nervous system leading to neuronal damage167. As such, disruption of 

T cell trafficking by targeting integrins or chemotactic stimuli appears to be a promising 

approach to achieving immune regulation in certain disease contexts89–94,168,169.  

The permissiveness of vasculature to lymphocyte entry varies widely from tissue to 

tissue. Differential expression of adhesion molecules and chemokines at vascular sites within 

tissues as well as the physical properties of the vascular endothelium itself can all regulate the 

ability of T cells to extravasate4,38,83. In the lymph node, the specialized structure of the HEV 

facilitates the rapid entry of lymphocytes from the bloodstream. In the spleen, the sinusoidal 

vascular architecture and specialized fibroblastic reticular networks also make for a relative 

permissive site for lymphocyte entry69,170. In contrast, the vascular endothelium of peripheral 

organs, such as the central nervous system, can be highly restrictive to lymphocyte entry as a 

result of tight cell-cell junctions between endothelial cells83. The expression of chemokines as 

well as selectins and integrins on the vascular endothelium can also vary by tissue type4.  

Given the difference in ligands as well as physical properties between tissue vascular 

endothelia, it is possible that the requirement and role for different T cell cytoskeletal effectors in 
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regulating tissue entry also varies based on the tissue site. Our group’s previous study of 

activated T cells deficient in the cytoskeletal motor protein MyoIIA demonstrated substantially 

impaired trafficking to tumors and the inflamed spinal cord, compared to only mildly impaired 

trafficking to the lymph nodes or unimpaired trafficking to the spleen60. Our prior investigation 

of T cells deficient in the Ena/VASP family of linear actin effector proteins showed impaired 

trafficking of activated T cells to the lymph nodes, spleen, inflamed CNS, and inflamed skin119. 

However, the trafficking of naive T cells deficient in Ena/VASP proteins to secondary lymphoid 

organs was unimpaired119. Previous studies of T cells deficient in the formin mDia1 

demonstrated trafficking defects in both naive T cells to the lymphoid organs124,135 as well as 

activated T cells to the inflamed skin134. FMNL1 has been reported to be upregulated by T cells 

trafficking to immune privileged sites during autoimmune attack88,146. 

Given the potential for different roles for cytoskeletal effectors in regulating trafficking to 

lymphoid organs versus non-lymphoid organs, in this chapter, we investigated the ability of 

activated FMNL1-deficient T cells to traffic to the pancreatic islets or the CNS in two different 

models of autoimmune inflammation. Since trafficking of self-reactive T cells to target tissues 

can drive autoimmune damage, we also examined the ability of transferred self-reactive FMNL1 

KO T cells to induce either type 1 diabetes or EAE. Here, we report that FMNL1 KO T cells 

were impaired in both their ability to traffic to the islets and CNS as well as their ability to 

induce autoimmune disease. 

Results 

FMNL1-deficient T cells Are Impaired in Trafficking to the Pancreatic Islets and Inducing 

Type 1 Diabetes 

Activated T cells are distinct from naive cells in both size and expression of adhesion 

molecules and chemokine receptors3,4. Therefore, we hypothesized that the requirements for 
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FMNL1 in activated T cell trafficking might be different than in naive T cells. While the 

vasculature of secondary lymphoid organs is permissive for lymphocyte entry (e.g. HEVs)68,69, 

the vasculature in other tissues and organs poses a more stringent barrier to extravasation83. For 

example, extravasation into the pancreatic islets of Langerhans during type 1 diabetes can take 

over an hour (Adam Sandor, Rachel Friedman unpublished observation), whereas entry into 

secondary lymphoid tissues occurs within minutes69,171. Thus, we investigated whether FMNL1 

deficiency affects activated T cell trafficking to sites of inflammation. With the assistance of 

Adam Sandor and Victor Lui, we first examined T cell trafficking to the islets in the RIP-mOVA 

inducible model of type 1 diabetes in which membrane bound Ovalbumin (mOVA) is expressed 

in beta cells under the rat insulin promoter (RIP). To establish specific inflammation in the islets, 

we transferred ovalbumin specific OT-I transgenic T cells into RIP-mOVA mice. Six days later, 

ex vivo activated polyclonal WT and FMNL1 KO CD8 T cells were differentially fluorescently 

labeled and co-transferred into these RIP-mOVA mice, and the blood and islets were isolated 

twenty-four hours after transfer (Fig. 4.1A). Activated FMNL1 KO T cells displayed a 3.8-fold 

reduction on average in trafficking to the islets compared to control T cells (Fig. 4.1B).  

Since type 1 diabetes is driven by destruction of beta cells by islet-infiltrating antigen 

specific T cells, we next wanted to investigate whether the observed trafficking defects in 

FMNL1-deficient T cells would affect their ability to induce diabetes. To test this, we activated 

control or FMNL1 KO OT-I and OT-II T cells ex vivo with their cognate peptides and then 

transferred these cells into RIP-mOVA recipients (Fig. 4.1C). Recipient mice were then 

monitored for 28 days for signs of diabetes (2 consecutive blood glucose readings >350 mg/dL). 

While 100% of mice receiving control T cells developed diabetes, only 44% of mice receiving 

FMNL1 KO T cells developed diabetes (Fig. 4.1D). 
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FMNL1-deficient T cells Are Impaired in Trafficking to the CNS and Inducing EAE 

 We next wanted to determine whether our observations on FMNL1 regulation of T cell 

trafficking to the islets extend to other inflamed tissues and autoimmune disease settings. The 

CNS also has highly restrictive vascular endothelial barriers. Direct observation of extravasation 

into the CNS suggests that T cells can take several hours to access the parenchyma of the brain 

and spinal cord30,31. We therefore sought to examine how FMNL1 deficiency would affect CD4 

T cell trafficking to the CNS in the EAE model of CNS inflammation. We used a standard model 

of EAE induction by immunizing with myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) peptide in 

Complete Freund’s Adjuvant (CFA) followed by two injections with pertussis toxin. After 

development of overt EAE symptoms in recipient mice (disease score ³ 2), we co-transferred 

differentially dye-labeled ex vivo activated polyclonal WT and FMNL1 KO CD4 T cells (Fig. 

4.2A). Twenty-four hours post-transfer, we quantified the number of transferred cells in the 

blood, brain, and spinal cord of the recipient mice. Activated FMNL1 KO T cells had a 1.4-fold 

reduction in trafficking to the brain and a 2.2-fold reduction in trafficking to the spinal cord 

compared to control T cells (Fig. 4.2B).  

Transfer of MOG specific 2D2 T cells can drive EAE in recipient mice in a manner that 

relies on T cell trafficking to the CNS32,149. Therefore, we sought to examine whether the 

observed trafficking defects of FMNL1-deficient T cells would affect their ability to induce EAE 

in WT recipient mice. We activated control or FMNL1 KO 2D2 CD4 T cells with MOG peptide 

ex vivo, transferred these cells into recipient mice, and then monitored these mice for 

development of EAE (Fig. 4.2C). While 100% of mice receiving control 2D2 T cells developed 

EAE, only 33% of mice receiving FMNL1 KO 2D2 T cells developed EAE (Fig. 4.2D). Mice 

receiving control T cells displayed an average peak disease score of 3.5 compared to an average 

peak score of 0.67 for mice receiving FMNL1 KO T cells (Fig. 4.2E). Given that similar 
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trafficking and disease induction defects were observed in two different autoimmune models, 

together, our data suggest that FMNL1 broadly promotes trafficking of activated T cells to sites 

of inflammation enabling them to cause autoimmune disease. 

FMNL1-deficient T cells Are Not Impaired in Trafficking to Secondary Lymphoid Organs 

We next wanted to investigate whether the impairment in FMNL1-deficient activated T 

cell trafficking was specific to restrictive non-lymphoid tissues or would apply to more 

permissive lymphoid tissues as well. To examine activated T cell trafficking to secondary 

lymphoid organs, we co-transferred differentially dye-labeled ex vivo activated WT and FMNL1 

KO T cells into CD45.1/.1 congenic WT recipient mice (Fig. 4.3A). Twenty-four hours later, we 

quantified the number of transferred WT and FMNL1 KO T cells in the blood, spleen, and lymph 

nodes of recipient mice. While the ratio of KO to WT T cells was slightly lower than the 

expected value of 1 in the blood and greater than the expected value of 1 in the spleen, 

comparison of the number of cells present in these locations revealed no significant differences 

(Fig. 4.3B). These data suggest that FMNL1 is not required for the ex vivo activation of T cells 

or activated T cell trafficking to lymphoid organs. 

Discussion 

T cell trafficking and extravasation into tissues can drive both protective responses 

against pathogens as well as pathogenic responses during autoimmune attack3,4,34,36,167. While in 

Chapter III we observed that FMNL1 was dispensable for T cell trafficking to secondary 

lymphoid organs, in this chapter, we report that FMNL1-deficient T cells are impaired in 

trafficking to the pancreatic islets and the CNS in the context of autoimmune inflammation. 

Together, these data suggest that FMNL1 selectively regulates trafficking to non-lymphoid 

organs.  
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Our observations of T cell-induced EAE and type 1 diabetes models suggest that reduced 

trafficking of FMNL1-deficient T cells to sites of inflammation can impair the induction of 

autoimmune disease. While we observed a partial but significant inhibition of trafficking, we 

observed complete disease protection in a subset of mice in both disease phenotypes. The 

differences between these findings may be due to the fact that, in the activated T cell transfer 

disease models, no prior immune infiltration has occurred, and thus, the vascular endothelial 

barriers are more intact. Consequently, these barriers are much more restrictive compared to the 

trafficking models where immune cell recruitment is ongoing. Additionally, there may be a 

thresholding effect whereby trafficking is reduced such that the number of FMNL1-deficient T 

cells capable of entering the tissue are not sufficient to induce disease. While, in this chapter, we 

have examined the function of FMNL1 in T cell extravasation, it is also possible that, in these 

disease contexts, FMNL1 may have additional roles. Some non-lymphoid tissues offer secondary 

barriers to cell entry, such as the glia limitans, a restrictive basement membrane in the CNS 56,83. 

It is possible that FMNL1 deficiency impairs migration through these restrictive secondary 

barriers as well. Additionally, FMNL1 may play a role in T cell motility and, consequently, the 

ability of T cells to execute effector functions within potentially restrictive tissue parenchyma. 

Furthermore, it has been previously reported that knockdown of FMNL1 slightly impaired 

human CD8 T cell killing in vitro116, thus FMNL1 deficiency may also play a role in OT-I T cell 

effector function in the RIP-mOVA model. Future study of FMNL1-deficient T cells within 

tissues may identify additional mechanisms by which FMNL1 contributes to pathogenic T cell 

behavior in autoimmune settings. 

Inhibition of T cell trafficking has shown therapeutic promise in the treatment of 

autoimmune and inflammatory disease89,90,94,168,169,172. For example, antibody blockade of a4 

integrin to block T cell trafficking to the CNS has proven to be an effective treatment for 
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multiple sclerosis90. Our observations that FMNL1 deficiency in T cells impairs their ability to 

traffic to autoimmune inflammatory sites and induce autoimmune disease in both EAE and type 

1 diabetes suggest that FMNL1 may be a potential therapeutic target for autoimmune disease 

treatment. As immune cell development and homeostatic trafficking appear unaltered by global 

FMNL1 deficiency, targeting of FMNL1 may offer the possibility of selectively impairing 

activated T cell trafficking to specific tissue sites while leaving systemic immune surveillance 

intact. A recent report has suggested that selectively inhibiting activated T cell trafficking may 

be particularly beneficial in the context of graft-versus-host disease169. However, given that our 

data demonstrated that FMNL1-deficiency impaired T cell trafficking to multiple inflamed tissue 

sites, it is likely that T cell responses to pathogens in non-lymphoid organs would also be 

affected. Future studies examining the ability of FMNL1-deficient T cells to control either 

systemic or tissue-confined infections will provide insight into the degree that FMNL1-

deficiency may impair protective immune responses. While previously studied cytoskeletal 

effectors of T cell migration, such as Arp2/3, mDia1, MyoIIA, and Ena/Vasp proteins, are 

expressed in most tissues and cell types, FMNL1 expression is largely restricted to hematopoietic 

cells123,129,138. Additionally, FMNL1 expression has been reported to be upregulated by 

pathogenic T cells in autoimmune settings88,146. These expression patterns may offer the 

possibility of a more targeted approach to therapeutically altering cytoskeletal function in 

immune cells.   
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 Figure 4.1: FMNL1-deficient T cells are impaired in trafficking to the pancreatic islets and 
inducing type 1 diabetes. A) Experimental set-up to quantify activated T cell trafficking to the 
inflamed pancreatic islets. To induce inflammation of the pancreatic islets, 7 days prior to 
harvest, WT OT-I transgenic T cells were transferred intravenously into RIP-mOVA mice. Ex 
vivo activated, differentially dye-labeled, polyclonal WT and FMNL1 KO T cells were then co-
transferred intravenously at a 1:1 ratio into these RIP-mOVA mice, and T cell trafficking to the 
indicated tissues was quantified by flow cytometry 24 h post-transfer. B) FMNL1-deficient T 
cells are impaired in trafficking to the inflamed pancreatic islets. Ratio of co-transferred FMNL1 
KO to WT T cells in the indicated tissues (left). Values were normalized to the FMNL1 KO:WT 
ratio in the injected sample. A ratio below 1.0 (dashed line) indicates impaired trafficking to the 
tissue. Number of transferred WT or FMNL1 KO T cells recovered from the islets (right). C) 
Experimental set up for induction of type 1 diabetes in RIP-mOVA mice. Control or FMNL1 KO 
OT-I and OT-II T cells were activated ex vivo and then transferred into RIP-mOVA recipients. 
Recipient mice were then monitored for 28 days for glycemia. D) FMNL1 deficiency in self-
reactive T cells delays and partially protects from diabetes. Diabetes incidence of mice receiving 
control or FMNL1 KO OT-I and OT-II T cells. Data in B are the mean ± SEM (left) or 
individual means (right) from 3 independent experiments with at least 3 recipient mice per 
experiment; data in D are pooled from 3 independent experiments with cohorts of 3 mice/group 
each. Statistics in B were calculated using a one-sample two-tailed t-test against a theoretical 
FMNL1 KO:WT ratio of 1.0 (left) or a two-tailed paired t test (right); statistics in D were 
calculated by Log-rank test. n.s. = not significant, * = p < 0.05. 
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Figure 4.2: FMNL1-deficient T cells are impaired in trafficking to the CNS and inducing 
EAE. A) Experimental set-up to quantify activated T cell trafficking to the inflamed CNS. 
Activated, differentially dye-labeled, polyclonal WT and FMNL1 KO T cells were co-transferred 
intravenously at a 1:1 ratio into mice with ongoing EAE (score ≥ 2.0) and T cell trafficking to 
the indicated tissues was quantified by flow cytometry 24 h post-transfer. B) FMNL1-deficient T 
cells are impaired in trafficking to the inflamed CNS. Ratio of co-transferred FMNL1 KO to WT 
T cells in the indicated tissues (left). Values were normalized to the FMNL1 KO:WT ratio in the 
injected sample. A ratio below 1.0 (dashed line) indicates impaired trafficking to the tissue. 
Number of transferred WT or FMNL1 KO T cells recovered from the indicated tissues (right). 
C) Experimental set-up for induction of EAE via T cell transfer. Control or FMNL1 KO MOG-
specific 2D2 T cells were activated ex vivo and then transferred into WT recipient mice. EAE 
disease severity was scored daily for 28 days. D) FMNL1 deficiency in T cells delays EAE onset 
and partially protects from disease. EAE incidence (score ≥ 1.0) in mice receiving control or 
FMNLL1 KO 2D2 T cells (left). Mean EAE score ± SEM over time in mice receiving control or 
FMNL1 T cells 2D2 T cells (right). Data in B are the mean ± SEM (left) or individual means 
(right) from 4 independent experiments with 2 recipient mice per group; data in D are pooled 
from 3 independent experiments with cohorts of 5 mice/group each. Statistics in B were 
calculated using a one-sample two-tailed t-test against a theoretical FMNL1 KO:WT ratio of 1.0 
(left) or repeated measures one-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test (right); 
statistics in D (left) were calculated by Log-rank test; statistical interaction of genotype with 
disease severity over time in D (right) was calculated by repeated measures two-way ANOVA. 
n.s. = not significant, * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01.  
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Figure 4.3: Activated FMNL1 T cells are not impaired in trafficking to peripheral 
lymphoid organs. A) Experimental set-up to quantify activated T cell trafficking to lymphoid 
organs. Differentially dye-labeled ex vivo activated WT and FMNL1 KO T cells were co-
transferred intravenously at a 1:1 ratio into CD45.1/.1 recipient mice and T cell trafficking to 
lymphoid tissues was quantified by flow cytometry 24 h post-transfer. B) Ratio of co-transferred 
FMNL1 KO to WT T cells in the indicated tissues (left). Values were normalized to the FMNL1 
KO:WT ratio in the injected sample. A ratio below 1.0 (dashed line) indicates impaired 
trafficking to the tissue. Number of transferred WT or FMNL1 KO T cells recovered from the 
indicated tissues (right). Data in B are the mean ± SEM (left) or individual means (right) from 4 
independent experiments with 2 recipient mice each per experiment. Statistics in B were 
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CHAPTER V 

FMNL1 PROMOTES NUCLEUS TRANSMIGRATION THROUGH RESTRICTIVE 

ENDOTHELIAL BARRIERS DURING DIAPEDESIS 

Introduction 

To exit blood vessels and enter tissues, T cells undergo the multistep process of TEM. T 

cells are initially captured from the blood flow to begin selectin-mediated rolling along the 

vascular endothelial wall followed by firm adherence in a chemokine driven integrin-mediated 

process. After crawling along the endothelium probing for permissive sites for extravasation, T 

cells initiate the diapedesis step and squeeze through the vascular endothelium38. To undergo the 

stages of TEM, T cells rely on morphological changes and generation of force mediated by 

remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton6,47,96. Previous studies have identified a key role for the Rho 

family of GTPases in transducing chemokine and integrin signaling during TEM97,103. However, 

the contribution of specific downstream cytoskeletal effectors to this process has only recently 

begun to be understood. 

The different stages of TEM impose different physical requirements on the cell38 and thus 

potentially different roles for the actin cytoskeletal effectors in mediating morphological changes 

and mechanotransduction during this process. In the initial stage of TEM, activated T cells form 

transient interactions by the glycosylated carbohydrate ligand PSGL-1and P- or E-selectins on 

the vascular endothelium enabling them to resist the shear stress of the bloodstream and roll 

along the endothelium. Specialized adhesive membrane protrusions known as tethers and slings 

arise from T cell microvilli to stabilize the cell during this rolling step39. While no specific 

cytoskeletal effectors or structures in these protrusions have been characterized, RNA 

sequencing data has suggested the potential involvement of the actin cytoskeleton in tether and 

sling formation39.   
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Subsequent to the rolling stage, activation of integrins to a high affinity confirmation by 

chemotactic stimuli enables T cells to firmly adhere to ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 ligands on the 

vascular endothelium46. Anchoring of integrins to the actin cytoskeleton by adaptor proteins such 

as paxillin and talin-1 has been shown to be important for integrin activation and subsequent 

force transmission necessary for adhesion to endothelium and subsequent crawling173,174. In the 

crawling stage of TEM, T cells migrate along endothelium following chemotactic signals. At the  

leading edge of the T cell, branched actin networks created by Arp2/3 extend the plasma 

membrane forward in a ruffled structure known as the lamellipodium96. Actin polymerization by 

mDia1 has also been proposed to contribute to the protrusion of lamellipodia in T cells 98,103,104. 

At the rear of the cell, the uropod, contractile forces mediated by MyoIIA are important for 

retracting the cell body as it moves forward51,60,103,108. Additionally, during this crawling phase, T 

cells extend actin-rich exploratory structures, known as filopodia or podosomes, which are 

thought to be involved in scanning the endothelium for permissive sites for diapedesis46,49,52. Arp 

2/3, Ena/VASP proteins, and formins have all been implicated in the formation of filopodia, 

though it is not clear which of these effectors performs this role in T cells96,110,175,176. 

In the final stage of TEM, diapedesis, T cells extend their cytoplasm beneath the 

endothelium and then squeeze through this vascular wall to exit the bloodstream38,57. We have 

previously shown that contraction of the cytoskeleton by MyoIIA in the uropod is important for 

passage of the T cell nucleus through the endothelium and the completion of diapedesis60. We 

have also observed an integrin-dependent role for Ena/VASP proteins in promoting completion 

of diapedesis119. Integrin-mediated crosstalk between T cells and the endothelium has been 

suggested to loosen endothelial cell-cell junctions to promote permissive openings for 

diapedesis57–59. However, the role of the T cell actin cytoskeleton and membrane protrusions in 

regulating this aspect of diapedesis has not been elucidated. 
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    Given the trafficking defects we observed in Chapter IV and the roles for cytoskeletal 

remodeling in multiple stages of TEM, in this chapter, we sought to determine the function of 

FMNL1 in activated T cell TEM. To further determine the mechanism of FMNL1 action in T 

cell migration, we also examined the ability FMNL1-deficient T cells to undergo chemotaxis and 

polymerize actin. Here we report that FMNL1 localizes behind the nucleus during TEM and 

promotes the passage of this rigid structure through the endothelium during diapedesis. 

Furthermore, we report that the requirement for FMNL1 in chemotaxis is pore-size dependent 

and that expression levels of FMNL1 dictate the ability of T cells to transmigrate through 

restrictive barriers.  

Results 

FMNL1 Deficiency Impairs T cell TEM at the Diapedesis Step  

Having established a role for FMNL1 in activated T cell trafficking in Chapter IV, we 

investigated the requirement for FMNL1 in the different stages of TEM: rolling, adhering, 

crawling, and diapedesis. For these experiments, we employed a previously established in vitro 

flow chamber system to visualize and quantify T cell TEM under shear flow using time-lapse 

microscopy60,119,137,155. After culturing an endothelial cell monolayer within the flow chamber, 

we perfused in differentially dye-labeled activated control and FMNL1 KO T cells and imaged 

them under physiological shear flow for 30 minutes. With phase-contrast imaging, T cells above 

the plane of the endothelium display a white halo, which is progressively lost as the cells 

undergo diapedesis (Fig. 5.1A). Cells that lose a portion of the white phase halo localized to a 

small protrusion of the cell, detected by fluorescence, are considered to have initiated diapedesis. 

Completion of diapedesis is scored as complete loss of the phase halo (Fig. 5.1A, B). 

Quantification of the number of cells adhering to the endothelium and subsequently detaching 

under flow revealed no differences between WT and FMNL1 KO T cells (Fig. 5.1C, D). 
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Similarly, both WT and FMNL1 KO T cells were equally capable of crawling on the endothelial 

monolayer (Fig. 5.1E), suggesting that FMNL1 is dispensable during the first stages of TEM. 

While FMNL1 KO T cells were equivalent to WT cells in their ability to initiate diapedesis (Fig. 

5.1F), they were 3.8-fold reduced in their ability to complete the TEM process (Fig. 5.1G). 

Furthermore, those few FMNL1 KO T cells that were able to complete TEM took more than 

twice as long on average to do so compared to WT T cells (Fig. 5.1H). These data indicate a 

specific role for FMNL1 in completion of the diapedesis step of the TEM process. 

FMNL1 Deficiency Impairs Transmigration of the Nucleus During TEM.  

To further elucidate the role of FMNL1 in T cell diapedesis, we examined its localization 

within T cells during TEM. Using the same flow chamber system as above, dye-labeled activated 

T cells were introduced into the flow chamber and allowed to migrate on the endothelial 

monolayer under shear flow for 5 minutes before fixing the cells. We then stained for FMNL1 

and the nucleus (Fig. 5.2A). We confirmed that the FMNL1 antibody staining was specific for 

FMNL1 using similar staining conditions on control and FMNL1 KO T cells (Fig. 5.3). Using 

the plane of the endothelium as a reference, we identified cells that were actively undergoing 

diapedesis, i.e. with a portion of their cytoplasm below the endothelial monolayer (Fig 5.2B). In 

these cells, we then quantified the fluorescence intensity of the nucleus, FMNL1, and 

cytoplasmic staining from the back to the front of the cell (Fig. 5.2C). Cells were scored as 

having perinuclear FMNL1 enrichment, partial perinuclear enrichment, or no enrichment (see 

Methods for analysis). On average, we found perinuclear enrichment of FMNL1 in 64% of 

transmigrating WT T cells, with an additional 12.5% displaying a partial perinuclear enrichment 

(Fig. 5.2D).  

The rigid structure of the nucleus can impede completion of migration through restrictive 

barriers such as the endothelium60,62. Given the localization of FMNL1 directly behind the 
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nucleus of transmigrating T cells, we examined whether FMNL1 deficiency would impact the 

ability of activated T cells to translocate their nuclei across the endothelium during TEM. Using 

differentially dye-labeled WT and FMNL1 KO T cells in the same flow chamber system as 

above, after 5 minutes of migration, we fixed the cells and quantified the position of the nucleus 

relative to the endothelium. FMNL1 KO T cells were significantly impaired in their ability to 

transmigrate their nuclei, with only 7% of transmigrating FMNL1 KO T cells having migrated 

their nuclei below the endothelium compared to 32% for WT T cells (Fig. 5.2E). This finding is 

consistent with our earlier observation that FMNL1 KO T cells are able to initiate diapedesis but 

are substantially impaired in completing the process. Taken together with the localization data, 

these findings suggest that FMNL1 facilitates completion of diapedesis by promoting the 

transmigration of the nucleus through the endothelial barrier. 

T cell Migration Through Narrow Pores Is FMNL1 Dependent  

Based on our observations that FMNL1 deficiency impaired activated T cell trafficking 

selectively to tissues with restrictive endothelial barriers and impaired TEM specifically at the 

diapedesis step, we hypothesized that the requirement for FMNL1 in migration would be 

dependent on the physical restriction of the barrier. To test this idea, we performed transwell 

assays with inserts containing pore sizes of different diameters. In response to either CXCL10 or 

CXCL12, activated FMNL1 KO T cells were impaired in their ability to migrate across 3µm 

transwell inserts compared to activated WT T cells (Fig. 5.4A). However, FMNL1 KO cells 

migrated equivalently as WT T cells to these same chemokines across 5µm transwell inserts 

(Fig. 5.4A). The nuclei of lymphocytes have been estimated to be approximately 5-7µm in 

diameter 62. Thus, our observation that FMNL1-deficient T cells are impaired in transmigration 

of their nuclei across restrictive endothelial barriers is consistent with our finding that FMNL1-

deficient T cells are impaired in transmigrating through small openings.  
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Neutrophils also express FMNL1 at similar levels to T cells177 but are characterized by a 

multi-lobed, more flexible, nuclear structure54,64,65. Therefore, we examined whether FMNL1-

deficient neutrophils would be impaired in migrating through 3µm transwell pores. In response 

to the neutrophil chemoattractant CXCL1, FMNL1 KO neutrophils displayed equivalent 

migration compared to WT neutrophils (Fig. 5.4B). These findings suggest that, in cells with 

more flexible nuclei, the need for FMNL1 in transmigrating through restrictive openings is 

reduced.  

Similar to FMNL1, the motor protein MyoIIA displays a perinuclear localization during 

activated T cell TEM and promotes nucleus transmigration during the completion of 

diapedesis60. As in our experiments with FMNL1, the requirement for MyoIIA in T cell transwell 

chemotaxis is pore-size dependent51,60. Thus, we hypothesized that FMNL1 may be acting either 

in parallel or in conjunction with MyoIIA to facilitate transmigration through restrictive barriers. 

If FMNL1 and MyoIIA operate entirely within the same mechanism, then co-inhibition should 

have no greater affect than single inhibition. If the mechanisms are distinct, then co-inhibition 

should have additive effects. To examine the relationship between MyoIIA and FMNL1, we 

performed chemotaxis assays to CXCL10 across 3um transwell membranes using activated WT 

and FMNL1 KO T cells treated with the MyoIIA inhibitor blebbistatin. While FMNL1-

deficiency or inhibition of MyoIIA alone similarly reduced chemotaxis to CXCL10 by 20%, the 

combination of the two impaired chemotaxis 99% (Fig. 5.4C). This synergistic impairment of 

chemotaxis suggests that FMNL1 and MyoIIA operate though distinct mechanisms that can 

compensate for the inhibition of the other to promote T cell transmigration through narrow pores.  

One possible mechanism by which FMNL1 could promote chemotaxis through narrow 

pores is through polymerization of actin in response to chemokine. Therefore, we next examined 

the ability of activated FMNL1-deficient T cells to polymerize actin in response to chemokine 
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using fluorescent phalloidin staining to quantify filamentous actin. In response to 15 seconds of 

CXCL10 stimulus, WT T cells increased their total polymerized actin an average of 1.9-fold, 

while FMNL1 KO T cells only increased their total polymerized actin an average of 1.6-fold (Fig 

7C). Similarly, in response to 15 seconds of CXCL12 stimulus, WT T cells increased their total 

polymerized actin an average of 1.8-fold, while FMNL1 KO T cell only increased their total 

polymerized actin an average of 1.4-fold (Fig 5.4D). Thus, while FMNL1 KO T cells are capable 

of polymerizing actin in response to chemokines, their ability to respond is 15-20% reduced 

compared to WT T cells. Given the presence of other actin polymerizing proteins such as Arp2/3 

and mDia1, this partial rather than complete inhibition is not surprising, while still indicating an 

effect on actin remodeling by FMNL1 in response to chemokine stimulation.  

Finally, to quantitatively test the dependence of T cell transmigration on FMNL1 

expression, we expressed FMNL1 in activated WT or FMNL1 KO T cells using retroviral 

constructs. As expected, FMNL1 KO T cells receiving a control construct were impaired in 3µm 

transwell migration to CXCL12 compared to WT T cells receiving the same construct (Fig. 

5.4E). However, re-expression of FMNL1 in FMNL1 KO T cells restored their ability to 

transmigrate through 3µm pores (Fig. 5.4E). To determine if there was a correlation between 

FMNL1 levels and the ability of T cells to transmigrate, we measured, in parallel, in a sample of 

the same T cell populations, the level of FMNL1 expression in WT and FMNL1 KO T cells 

receiving either the control or FMNL1-expressing constructs using western blotting (Fig. 5.4F). 

We then graphed the level of FMNL1 expression against the ability of cells from the same 

population to migrate in a 3µm transwell assay. We found a strong positive correlation between 

the level of FMNL1 expressed by a given population of T cells and their ability to transmigrate 

through restrictive pores (Fig. 5.4G). This finding further supports that FMNL1 regulates the 

ability of activated T cells to navigate restrictive barriers 
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Discussion 

The remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton is critical for morphological changes and 

mechanotransduction throughout the TEM process6,47,96. Anchoring of integrins to the actin 

cytoskeleton is critical for firm adhesion and crawling upon to the endothelial monolayer, while 

the generation of actin-rich membrane protrusions is important for probing the endothelial 

monolayer and initiating diapedesis6,47,96. Surprisingly, despite displaying reduced actin 

polymerizing capacity in response to chemokine, FMNL1-deficient T cells were equivalent to 

WT cells in their ability to adhere and crawl on to the endothelial monolayer and initiate 

diapedesis. These observations differ from previous studies of macrophages where FMNL1 was 

reported to promote the adhesion and migration of macrophages through the formation of 

membrane protrusions known as podosomes123,141. While similar membrane structures in T cells 

have been suggested to play an important role in sensing of chemokine and initiating 

diapedesis46,49,52, our observations of normal crawling and diapedesis initiation in FMNL1-

deficient T cells suggest that FMNL1 may be not be required for these functions in T cells. The 

cellular localization of FMNL1 also seems to be different between macrophages and T cells, 

with FMNL1 appearing enriched in ventral podosomal structures in macrophages141 but enriched 

behind the nucleus in T cells as shown herein. These observations argue for a distinct or 

additional role for FMNL1 in T cells compared to macrophages. 

Completion of diapedesis also relies on actin remodeling and force generation as our 

previous work with the actin polymerizing Ena/VASP proteins and the cytoskeletal motor 

protein MyoIIA has demonstrated60,119. Similar to the Ena/VASP proteins, FMNL1 is 

dispensable for the early stages of T cell TEM, instead being required for efficient completion of 

diapedesis. Our data also suggest that FMNL1, like the Ena/VASP proteins, has a selective role 

in the trafficking of activated cells. However, despite both being propagators of linear actin 
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filaments, Ena/VASP proteins and FMNL1 appear to have distinct mechanisms of action. 

Whereas Ena/VASP proteins mediate diapedesis through regulating the expression and function 

of a4 integrin119, our data suggest that FMNL1 mediates diapedesis by promoting transmigration 

of the nucleus. Thus, while Ena/VASP deficiency impairs the trafficking of activated T cells to 

both lymphoid tissue and inflammatory sites, where a4 integrin can be involved178, FMNL1 

deficiency only impairs trafficking to tissue sites with more restrictive endothelial barriers. As 

supported by our transwell migration data, the role for FMNL1 appears to be pore size 

dependent, consistent with the idea that it is involved in promoting the transmigration of the rigid 

structure of the nucleus during the completion of diapedesis.  

Our FMNL1-deficient T cell TEM data show a striking phenotypic resemblance to 

inhibition of MyoIIA in transmigrating T cells from previous studies51,60. Both proteins localize 

behind the nucleus during activated T cell TEM and promote nucleus transmigration through 

restrictive endothelial barriers60. Furthermore, deletion of either FMNL1 or MyoIIA selectively 

impairs transmigration through narrow pores51,60. Our observation that co-inhibition of FMNL1 

and MyoIIA synergistically impairs chemotaxis suggests that they act through distinct but 

compensatory mechanisms. Since virtually no transmigration occurred when MyoIIA was 

inhibited in FMNL1 KO T cells, it is likely that FMNL1 and MyoIIA are the two primary 

mechanisms for activated T cell migration through restrictive barriers. Future live imaging 

studies looking at actin dynamics and the localization of FMNL1 and MyoIIA within 

transmigrating T cells will further delineate the nature of their mechanisms.   

The use of FMNL1 by T cells to promote transmigration of the nucleus may represent a 

unique mechanism compared to those employed by other immune cell types. For example, DCs 

have been suggested to use actin polymerization by Arp2/3 instead of by formins to facilitate 

nucleus deformation when migrating through restrictive environments179. Nuclear flexibility may 
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also dictate the requirement for actin-mediated nucleus manipulation. It has been reported that 

neutrophils, which have multi-lobed deformable nuclei, or cells with induced nuclear flexibility 

do not display perinuclear actin accumulation when encountering restrictive spaces, while cells 

with rigid nuclei do179. Interestingly, unlike in activated T cells, inhibition of MyoIIA in 

neutrophils does not impair nucleus transmigration but rather affects retraction of the uropod at 

the trailing edge of the cell180. Consistent with this literature, we observed that FMNL1 was 

dispensable for neutrophil migration through narrow pores, while in activated T cells, varying 

the level of FMNL1 expression strongly correlated with narrow pore transmigration. After 

activation, the nuclear volume of T cells increases but still maintains a rigid ovoid structure in 

contrast to the flexible segmented nuclear structure of neutrophils62,63. However, similar to 

neutrophils, effector T cells must rapidly migrate into tissues to execute their functions4. Thus, 

we propose that perinuclear FMNL1 in activated T cells compensates for their increased nuclear 

size and rigidity by facilitating nucleus migration through the restrictive endothelial barriers of 

non-lymphoid tissues. Future studies examining FMNL1-deficiency in other immune cell types 

that migrate to sites of inflammation, such as monocytes, will establish whether, this mechanism 

applies to other cells with rigid nuclei. A family of intermediate filaments known as nuclear 

lamins are important structural determinants of nuclear shape and rigidity, in particular lamin 

A/C62. Neutrophils downregulate lamin A/C during their development and decreasing lamin A/C 

expression has been shown to decrease nuclear rigidity in neutrophils as well as other cell 

types62,64,179. Additionally neutrophils upregulate the Lamin B receptor during development, and 

overexpression of Lamin B receptor has been suggested to promote a lobular nuclear 

morphology62,181. We have attempted to modulate T cell nuclear rigidity and morphology 

directly by decreasing Lamin A/C expression via an RNAi approach or overexpressing Lamin B 

receptor via retroviral vector, but to date these approaches have not been successful. Future 
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studies and methods that can directly alter nuclear rigidity will establish more completely 

whether the requirement for FMNL1 in migration is directly linked to nuclear rigidity. 
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Figure 5.1: FMNL1 deficiency impairs TEM at the diapedesis step. 

Thompson et al. Figure 5 “FMNL1 deficiency imapairs T cell TEM at the diapedesis step”
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Figure 5.1: FMNL1 deficiency impairs TEM at the diapedesis step. Ex vivo activated CFSE 
or CellTrace Yellow (CTY) dye-labeled T cells were perfused into flow chambers containing 
bEnd.3 brain endothelial cell monolayers and kept under shear flow (2 dyne/cm2) for up to 30 
min. During this time, phase contrast and fluorescence images were acquired every 20 sec using 
a spinning-disk confocal microscope. A) Selected time-points of a representative WT T cell 
during transmigration. This transmigrating T cell undergoes trans-endothelial migration (TEM), 
evidenced by a stepwise darkening in the Phase contrast channel during the time-lapse. The red 
arrow points to the formation of membrane protrusions under the endothelial monolayer; the blue 
arrow points to the completion of TEM as shown by the disappearance of the phase halo. Time in 
min:s. B) Selected time-points of a representative FMNL1 KO T cell attempting transmigration. 
The red arrow points to the formation of membrane protrusions under the endothelial monolayer. 
However, this FMNL1 KO T cell never completes TEM, as evidenced by the preservation of the 
phase halo. Time in min:s. C) FMNL1 deficiency does not alter the ability of T cells to adhere to 
the endothelial monolayer. Number of T cells adhered to the endothelial monolayer. D) FMNL1 
deficiency does not affect T cell detachment from the endothelial monolayer. Percentage of 
adhered T cells that detached from the endothelial monolayer. E) WT and FMNL1 KO T cells 
have similar crawling behavior. Percentage of adhered T cells that crawled on the endothelial 
monolayer. F) FMNL1 deficiency does not impair the ability of T cells to attempt TEM. 
Percentage of adhered cells that attempted TEM as evidenced by extension of membrane 
protrusions underneath the endothelial monolayer. G) FMNL1 deficiency strongly impairs the 
ability of T cells to complete TEM. Percentage of adhered cells that completed TEM as 
evidenced by complete loss of the phase halo. H) FMNL1 deficiency prolongs TEM duration. 
For cells able to complete TEM, the time in minutes from first attempt to completion was 
quantified. Statistics in C-H calculated using two-tailed paired t-tests. Data in C-H are the mean 
± SEM from 3 independent experiments with >100 cells analyzed per experiment. n.s. = not 
significant, * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01. 
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Figure 5.2: FMNL1 promotes nucleus transmigration in T cells undergoing TEM.  
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Figure 5.2: FMNL1 promotes nucleus transmigration in T cells undergoing TEM.  
TEM of dye-labeled WT T cells was set up as in Figure 5. After 5 minutes of TEM under flow, 
cells were fixed, permeabilized, and stained with DAPI and an anti-FMNL1 antibody A) 
Representative maximum Z projections of a transmigrating T cell, defined as a cell with a 
portion of the cytoplasm underneath the endothelial monolayer. B) Representative 3D side view 
reconstruction of the transmigrating T cell in A. Dashed line indicates position of the endothelial 
monolayer. C) Representative linescan quantification of fluorescence intensities in a 
transmigrating T cell. Graph of the fluorescence intensities along the depicted line in each 
channel relative to the position within the cell.  D)  FMNL1 is enriched behind the nucleus in 
transmigrating T cells. Percentage of transmigrating T cells with perinuclear enrichment, partial 
enrichment of FMNL1 behind the nucleus, or no enrichment (see Methods for analysis). E) 
FMNL1 deficiency impairs transmigration of the T cell nucleus across endothelial barriers. 
Position of T cell nuclei in fixed WT or FMNL1 KO T cells after 5 min of TEM under flow. 
Using spinning-disk confocal microscopy and DAPI staining, the nuclei were scored as being 
above the plane of the endothelium, in the process of transmigrating, or below. Data in D are the 
mean ± SEM from 3 independent experiments with >15 cells analyzed per experiment; data in E 
are the mean ± SEM from 4 independent experiments with > 50 cells analyzed per experiment. 
Statistics in E were calculated using repeated-measures ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple 
comparisons test. n.s. = not significant, * = p<0.05, ** = p < 0.01. 
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Figure 5.3: Immunofluorescent FMNL1 antibody staining is specific for FMNL1. TEM 
under flow of differentially dye-labeled WT and FMNL1 KO T cells was set up as in Figure 4. 
After 5 minutes of TEM under flow cells were fixed, permeabilized, and stained with an anti-
FMNL1 antibody. Representative images of a WT (top) or FMNL1 KO T cell (bottom). Images 
are maximum Z projections of the indicated channel and a composite overlay image. 
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Figure 5.4: T cell migration through narrow pores is FMNL1 dependent. 
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Figure 5.4: T cell migration through narrow pores is FMNL1 dependent. A) FMNL1-
deficient T cells are impaired in chemotaxis through narrow pores. Percentage of activated T 
cells migrating through transwell membranes of the indicated pore size in response to the 
indicated chemokine. B) Neutrophil chemotaxis through narrow pores is not impaired by 
FMNL1 deficiency. Percentage of neutrophils migrating through 3μm transwell membrane pores 
in response to CXCL1. C) Inhibition of MyoIIA in FMNL1-deficient T cells eliminates 
migration through narrow pores. Percentage of activated T cells with the indicated treatment 
migrating through 3μm transwell membrane pores in response to CXCL10. Bleb = blebbistatin.  
D) FMNL1-deficient T cells are impaired in actin polymerization in response to chemokine. 
Time course of fold increase in filamentous actin (as determined by flow cytometry of 
fluorescent phalloidin staining) of activated T cells in response to the indicated chemokine. E) 
Re-expression of FMNL1 in FMNL1 KO T cells restores migration through narrow pores. 
Activated WT or FMNL1 KO T cells were transduced using either a FMNL1-expressing or 
control retroviral construct. Percentage of indicated T cells migrating through 3μm transwell 
membrane pores in response to CXCL12. F) FMNL1 re-expression in FMNL1 KO T cells. 
Representative western blot showing expression levels of FMNL1 in FMNL1 KO or WT T cells 
transduced with FMNL1-expressing or control retroviral constructs. Tubulin staining is shown as 
a loading control. Numbers next to bands indicate densitometry quantification. G) Transwell 
migration correlates with FMNL1 expression. Percentage of T cells migrating through 3μm 
transwell membrane pores in response to CXCL12 vs level of FMNL1 expression as determined 
by densitometry of western blot staining in F. The line indicates simple linear regression of the 
data. Data in A, B and E are the mean ± SEM from 3 independent experiments; data in C and D 
are the mean ± SEM from 4 independent experiments; data in G are the individual values from 3 
independent experiments. Statistics in A and E were calculated by repeated measures one-way 
ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test; statistics in B were calculated using a two-
tailed paired t-test; statistics in C and D were calculated by repeated-measures two-way ANOVA 
with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test; statistics in G were calculated using Pearson’s 
correlation. n.s. = not significant, * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001. 
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CHAPTER VI 

MDIA1 DEFICIENCY IMPAIRS INDUCTION OF EAE AND T CELL DIAPEDESIS 

Introduction 

In addition to FMNL1, the formin mDia1 is highly expressed by T cells104,116,123–125. 

While FMNL1 is primarily expressed by hematopoietic cells, mDia1 is expressed more 

ubiquitously123,129,130,138. However, mDia1 protein expression is upregulated in activated T cells 

and tissue-infiltrating T cells104. Compared to FMNL1, the function of mDia1 in T cells has been 

more extensively characterized. Mice deficient in mDia1 have reduced numbers of T cells in 

peripheral lymphoid organs, which has been attributed to an impairment in T cell thymic 

egress124,135. However, numbers of B cells and myeloid cells in the secondary lymphoid organs 

and blood of mDia1-deficient T cells appear to be normal124. mDia1 has also been implicated in 

morphological changes and cytoskeleton remodeling in response to TCR stimulus and within the 

immunological synapse104,116,135,136. Previous studies have suggested that mDia1-deficient T cells 

are impaired in proliferation in response to anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 stimulus124,135. mDia1-

deficient T cells are impaired in trafficking to both lymphoid organs as well as inflamed 

skin124,134. A number of studies have shown that, while expression levels of chemokine receptors 

are normal in mDia1-deficient T cells, chemotaxis is impaired124,134,135. Integrin expression has 

also been reported to be unaltered on mDia1-deficient T cells, although adhesion to integrin 

ligands appears to be impaired depending on the context104,134,135. While a specific role for 

mDia1 in T cell TEM has not been identified, we have recently shown that mDia1 promotes 

completion of diapedesis by leukemia cells137 While one report has demonstrated impaired 

contact hypersensitivity in mDia1-deficient mice, it is not clear whether this is due to the 

impairment of T cell-intrinsic or -extrinsic mDia1 function124,182. Consequently, the requirement 
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for mDia1 in T cell driven immune responses in autoimmune or infectious settings remains 

unknown.  

Having established a role for FMNL1 in T cell migration and induction of autoimmune 

disease in Chapters III, IV, and V, in this chapter, we sought to also investigate the roles of 

mDia1 in these processes. Here, we report that self-reactive mDia1-deficient T cells are impaired 

in their ability to induce EAE. We further demonstrate that while activated mDia1-deficient T 

cells are capable of adhering to and crawling on the endothelium, they are impaired in their 

ability to complete diapedesis.  

Results 

Self-reactive mDia1-deficient T Cells Are Impaired in Inducing EAE 

To investigate the requirement for mDia1 in T cell driven autoimmune disease, we used a 

the MOG specific 2D2 T transfer model of EAE as in Chapter IV. We first activated control or 

mDia1 KO 2D2 CD4 T cells with MOG peptide ex vivo using WT CD45.1/.1 congenic irradiated 

splenocytes as APCs (Fig 6.1A). Since mDia1-deficient T cells had previously been reported to 

be impaired in T cell proliferation in response to an activating stimulus124,135, we measured the 

number of control and mDia1 KO 2D2 T cells in response to MOG peptide activation. However, 

we found no differences in the expansion of control and mDia1 KO T cells (Fig 6.1 B). We also 

compared the level of canonical markers of T cell activation and found no differences between 

activated WT and mDia1 KO 2D2T cells (Fig. 6.1C). After ex vivo activation and expansion, we 

then transferred these T cells into recipient mice, and monitored these mice for development of 

EAE (Fig. 6.1A). While 90% of mice receiving control 2D2 T cells developed EAE, only 25% of 

mice receiving mDia1 KO 2D2 T cells developed EAE (Fig. 6.1D). Mice receiving control T 

cells displayed an average peak disease score of 2.3 compared to an average peak score of 0.35 
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for mice receiving FMNL1 KO T cells (Fig. 4E). These data suggest that mDia1-deficient T cells 

are impaired in inducing autoimmune disease. 

mDia1 Deficiency Impairs T cell TEM at the Diapedesis Step 

While mDia1 has been suggested to be important for T cell trafficking124,134,135, its 

specific role in T cell TEM has not been elucidated. For these experiments, we employed an in 

vitro flow chamber system to visualize and quantify T cell TEM under shear flow as in Chapter 

V. After culturing an endothelial cell monolayer within the flow chamber, we perfused in 

differentially dye-labeled activated control and mDia1 KO T cells and imaged them under 

physiological shear flow for 30 minutes (Fig 6.2A,B). Quantification of the number of cells 

adhering to the endothelium and subsequently detaching under flow revealed no differences 

between WT and mDia1 KO T cells (Fig. 6.2C, D). Similarly, both WT and mDia1 KO T cells 

were equally capable of crawling on the endothelial monolayer (Fig. 6.2E), suggesting that 

mDia1 is dispensable during the first stages of TEM. While mDia1 KO T cells were equivalent 

to WT cells in their ability to initiate diapedesis (Fig. 6.2F), they were 1.9-fold reduced in their 

ability to complete the TEM process (Fig. 6.2G). Furthermore, those mDia1 KO T cells that were 

able to complete TEM took 1.6 times as long, on average, to do so compared to WT T cells (Fig. 

6.2H). These data indicate a role for mDia1 in completion of the diapedesis step of the TEM 

process. 

Discussion 

T cells primarily express two members of the formin family of cytoskeletal effectors, 

FMNL1 and mDia1104,116,123,125.  In chapters III-V, we characterized a specific role for FMNL1 in 

selectively mediating T cell trafficking to sites of inflammation by promoting transmigration of 

the T cell nucleus though restrictive endothelial barriers. Previous studies have identified a broad 

role for mDia1 in regulating T cell trafficking, thymic egress, chemotaxis and activation 
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104,124,134,135. In contrast to prior reports124,135, we observed normal T cell expansion and 

activation in response to TCR stimulus. This discrepancy may be due to the method of 

stimulation or the nature of the T cells used, as the previous systems used anti-CD3 and anti-

CD28 antibodies to stimulate polyclonal T cells. In this study, we activated 2D2 TCR transgenic 

T cells using MOG peptide and WT irradiated splenocytes as APCs.  As the nature of immune 

synapse formation is likely different between these two methods, it is possible that mDia1 is less 

required TCR-peptide-MHC-mediated activation compared to CD3/CD28 cross-linking 

activation. Another study used a similar method as the one employed in our study to activate 

mDia1 KO OT-II T cells with OVA peptide134. Though clearly enough cells were generated from 

this activation method to perform trafficking experiments, the similarity or differences between 

control and mDia1 KO T cells were not reported134. Future examination of the activation of 

mDia1-deficient T cells in physiological environments will better elucidate the exact requirement 

and specific role for mDia1 in T cell activation. 

Even though mDia1-deficient 2D2 T cells activated equivalently to WT T cells ex vivo, 

when transferred into WT recipient mice they were substantially impaired in their ability to 

induce EAE. This is consistent with a previous report that showed that activated mDia1-deficient 

T cells are impaired in trafficking to an inflammatory site134. This finding also mirrors our results 

from Chapter IV, where we showed that FMNL1-deficient 2D2 T cells were impaired in their 

ability to induce EAE. Together, these findings suggest that formins are critical for T cell driven 

autoimmune disease. While in this report we identified a role for mDia1 in T cell TEM, it is 

possible that other defects in mDia1-deficient T cells contribute to their impaired ability to 

induce autoimmunity. Some non-lymphoid tissues offer secondary barriers to cell entry, such as 

the glia limitans in CNS56,83. It is possible that mDia1 deficiency impairs migration through these 

secondary barriers as well as through the endothelium. mDia1-deficient T cells have been 
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reported to have impaired motility within the lymph node, moving at a slower speed and 

surveying a smaller area than WT control T cells134. Thus, it is possible that transferred mDia1-

deficient 2D2 T cells would be impaired in migrating within the lymph nodes or the CNS 

parenchyma of recipient mice to find APCs and carry out their effector functions. Future study of 

mDia1-deficient T cells within tissues will better define the mechanisms by which mDia1 

contributes to pathogenic T cell behavior in autoimmune settings. 

Our finding that mDia1-deficient T cells are impaired at the diapedesis step of TEM is 

consistent with our prior report that depletion of mDia1 in leukemia cells also impairs 

diapedesis137. Given previous reports that mDia1 promotes T cell chemotaxis104,124,134,135, it is 

unsurprising that mDia1-deficient T cells exhibited impaired TEM. However, given that mDia1 

has been reported to be involved in integrin-mediated adhesion134,135, it is striking that we 

observed no defects in attachment of mDia1-deficient T cells to the endothelium. While the 

previous studies looked at LFA-1-mediated adhesion to ICAM-1 in naive T cells134,135 , our TEM 

assay examined activated T cell binding to an endothelium that expresses both ICAM-1 and 

VCAM-1. Unlike naive T cells, which primarily express LFA-1, activated T cells also express 

the VCAM-1 binding partner VLA-4183. Thus, it is possible that mDia1 is more involved in 

LFA-1 binding to ICAM-1, and that VLA-4 binding of VCAM-1 compensates in activated 

mDia1-deficient T cells binding to the endothelium. Furthermore, while the previous 

experiments examined cell adhesion in the absence of shear flow134,135, our experiments were 

conducted under physiological shear forces. As shear forces affect integrin conformation and 

affinity48, mDia1 may play different roles in integrin-mediated adhesion under shear and non-

shear force conditions.  

 In Chapter V, we observed a similar impairment of diapedesis completion in activated 

FMNL1-deficient T cells. Despite the similarities between the diapedesis phenotypes, FMNL1 
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and mDia1 are likely serving different functions in T cell migration. In Chapter IV, we 

demonstrated that FMNL1-deficient T cells are selectively impaired in trafficking to non-

lymphoid inflammatory sites. In contrast, mDia1-deficient T cells are impaired in trafficking to 

both lymphoid and non-lymphoid tissues. While prior reports indicate that loss of mDia1 impairs 

chemotaxis even through non-restrictive barriers124,137, we showed in Chapter V that FMNL1 

was selectively required for chemotaxis through narrow pores. Our observation that FMNL1 and 

MyoIIA co-inhibition entirely impaired T cell chemotaxis through narrow pores suggests that 

mDia1 alone is not sufficient to drive this process in T cells. Additionally, mDia1 has been 

reported to localize behind the lamellipodium in crawling T cells103,104 while we report a 

perinuclear enrichment localization of FMNL1 in transmigrating T cells. Furthermore, mDia1-

deficient neutrophils are reported to be impaired in chemotaxis184 while in Chapter V we 

observed that FMNL1-deficient neutrophils were not. Together, these findings suggest a distinct 

and specific role for FMNL1 in mediating nucleus transmigration through restrictive endothelial 

barriers compared to a more general role for mDia1 in cell motility. Future study of FMNL1 and 

mDia1 double-deficient T cells may further delineate the unique or overlapping roles for 

individual formins within T cells. 
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Figure 6.1: Self-reactive mDia1-deficient T cells are impaired in inducing EAE. A) 
Experimental set-up for induction of EAE via T cell transfer. Control or mDia1 KO MOG-
specific 2D2 T cells were activated ex vivo and then transferred into WT recipient mice. EAE 
disease severity was scored daily for 28 days. B) Control and mDia1 KO T cells proliferate 
equivalently in response to MOG peptide stimulus. Total number of WT or KO T cells on days 
0, 2, 4, and 6 days post-stimulus. C) Activated WT and mDia1 KO T cells express equivalent 
levels of adhesion molecules and activation markers. Ratio of geometric mean fluorescent 
intensity (gMFI) of antibody staining of indicated surface molecules mDia1 KO T cells 
compared to WT T cells after activation described in A, prior to transfer. A ratio above or below 
1.0 (dashed line) indicates a respective increase or decrease in expression of the indicated marker 
on mDia1 KO T cells relative to WT. D) mDia1 deficiency in T cells delays EAE onset and 
partially protects from disease. EAE incidence (score ≥ 1.0) in mice receiving control or mDia1 
KO 2D2 T cells (left). Mean EAE score ± SEM over time in mice receiving control or mDia1 T 
cells 2D2 T cells (right). Data in B and C and D (right) are the mean ± SEM from 4 independent 
experiments; data in D are pooled from 3 independent experiments with cohorts of 5 mice/group 
each. Statistics in B were calculated using repeated measures two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s 
multiple comparisons test; statistics in C were calculated using a one-sample two-tailed t-test 
against a theoretical mDia1 KO:WT ratio of 1.0; statistics in D (left) were calculated by Log-
rank test; statistical interaction of genotype with disease severity over time in D (right) was 
calculated by repeated measures two-way ANOVA. n.s. = not significant.
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 Figure 6.2: mDia1 deficiency impairs TEM at the diapedesis step. 
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Figure 6.2: mDia1 deficiency impairs TEM at the diapedesis step. Ex vivo activated CFSE or 
VPD dye-labeled T cells were perfused into flow chambers containing bEnd.3 brain endothelial 
cell monolayers and kept under shear flow (2 dyne/cm2) for up to 30 min. During this time, 
phase contrast and fluorescence images were acquired every 20 sec using a spinning-disk 
confocal microscope. A) Selected time-points of a representative WT T cell during 
transmigration. This transmigrating T cell undergoes trans-endothelial migration (TEM), 
evidenced by a stepwise darkening in the Phase contrast channel during the time-lapse. The red 
arrow points to the formation of membrane protrusions under the endothelial monolayer; the blue 
arrow points to the completion of TEM as shown by the disappearance of the phase halo. Time in 
min:s. B) Selected time-points of a representative mDia1 KO T cell attempting transmigration. 
The red arrow points to the formation of membrane protrusions under the endothelial monolayer. 
However, this mDia1 KO T cell never completes TEM, as evidenced by the preservation of the 
phase halo. Time in min:s. C) mDia1 deficiency does not alter the ability of T cells to adhere to 
the endothelial monolayer. Number of T cells adhered to the endothelial monolayer. D) mDia1 
deficiency does not affect T cell detachment from the endothelial monolayer. Percentage of 
adhered T cells that detached from the endothelial monolayer. E) WT and mDia1 KO T cells 
have similar crawling behavior. Percentage of adhered T cells that crawled on the endothelial 
monolayer. F) mDia1 deficiency does not impair the ability of T cells to attempt TEM. 
Percentage of adhered cells that attempted TEM as evidenced by extension of membrane 
protrusions underneath the endothelial monolayer. G) mDia1 deficiency strongly impairs the 
ability of T cells to complete TEM. Percentage of adhered cells that completed TEM as 
evidenced by complete loss of the phase halo. H) mDia1 deficiency prolongs TEM duration. For 
cells able to complete TEM, the time in minutes from first attempt to completion was quantified. 
Statistics in C-H calculated using two-tailed paired t-tests. Data in C-H are the mean ± SEM 
from 3 independent experiments with >80 cells analyzed per experiment. n.s. = not significant, * 
= p < 0.05. 
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CHAPTER VII 

DISCUSSION 

Summary of Major Findings 

T cell trafficking is an essential component of proper immune function both in immune 

surveillance and in response to pathogens3,4. However, in the context autoimmunity, T cell 

invasion of tissues can be a driver of disease28,29,32–34,36. In order to carry out their functions, T 

cells must extravasate out of the bloodstream and into tissues. While many of the chemokines 

and adhesion molecules that guide T cell TEM have been well characterized3,4, less is known 

about how downstream cytoskeletal effectors mediate morphological changes and force 

generation during the process of TEM. In particular, prior to this work, the function of FMNL1 

in T cell migration and in vivo responses was unknown. While previous studies had identified 

mDia1 as key regulator of T cell trafficking124,134,135, its role in T cell TEM and in autoimmune 

responses was unknown. Thus, the overall goal of this work was to characterize the role of 

formins in T cell TEM and induction of autoimmune disease. 

In Chapter III, we described the development of a novel germline FMNL1 KO mouse as 

a tool for studying the in vivo functions of FMNL1. Using PCR and western blot, we confirmed 

deletion of FMNL1 at the both the genetic and protein level. In examining the blood, thymus, 

and secondary lymphoid organs of FMNL1 KO mice compared to WT mice, we found no 

differences in either developmental or mature T cell populations. Additionally, we found no 

differences in the populations of other lymphocytes and myeloid cells at steady state. These 

findings suggest that FMNL1 is not essential for hematopoiesis or maintenance of the major 

immune cell populations in the blood and secondary lymphoid organs. To further characterize 

the role of FMNL1 in T cell trafficking, we performed co-adoptive transfer studies of naive WT 

and FMNL1 KO T cells into WT recipient mice. We found that naive WT and FMNL1 KO T 
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cells trafficked equivalently to the spleen and lymph nodes of recipient mice. This finding 

suggests that FMNL1 is dispensable for homeostatic T cell trafficking. Additionally, we found 

that FMNL1 KO T cells and WT T cells could be activated equivalently ex vivo. Together, our 

data do not support a major role for FMNL1 in development, migratory function, or activation of 

naive T cells. However, it is possible that migratory patterns and lymphocyte behavior within 

tissues are affected. Additionally, immune populations in non-lymphoid tissues, not examined in 

this work, could have altered numbers or function. Future characterization of the FMNL1 KO 

mouse will further define the impacts of FMNL1-deficiency in immune populations at steady 

state. 

The results in presented Chapter IV identified FMNL1 as a key regulator of activated T 

cell trafficking to sites of inflammation and induction of autoimmune disease. When we co-

transferred ex vivo activated FMNL1 KO T cells into WT recipients with ongoing autoimmune 

inflammation in the pancreatic islets or CNS, we found they were impaired in trafficking to these 

sites. In contrast, trafficking of activated FMNL1KO cells to secondary lymphoid organs was not 

impaired. These findings suggest that FMNL1 has a selective role in mediating activated T cell 

trafficking to sites of inflammation. To examine whether these T cell trafficking defects would 

be of functional consequence, we tested the ability of activated self-reactive FMNL1 KO T cells 

to induce autoimmune disease in T cell transfer models of type 1 diabetes and EAE. In both 

cases, we found that FMNL1 KO T cells were substantially impaired in their ability to induce 

autoimmune disease. Together, our data in this chapter suggest that FMNL1 enables T cells to 

induce autoimmune disease by promoting activated T cell trafficking to non-lymphoid organs. 

However, in addition to impairing trafficking, it is also possible that FMNL1 deficiency impairs 

other aspects of T cell function within tissues, such as scanning for APCs and killing target cells. 
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Further study of FMNL1 KO T cell behavior and function within tissues will clarify whether 

FMNL1 has additional roles in T cells. 

While we demonstrated a role for FMNL1 in promoting activated T cell trafficking in 

vivo in Chapter IV, the in vitro studies outlined in Chapter V investigated the potential causes of 

this selective trafficking defect. Our data determined FMNL1 promotes transmigration of the 

nucleus through restrictive endothelial barriers during T cell TEM. Using a model of TEM under 

shear flow, we found that activated FMNL1 KO T cells were impaired in completing diapedesis. 

Examining the cellular localization of FMNL1 during T cell TEM determined that it is enriched 

behind the nucleus. We further demonstrated that FMNL1 KO T cells are impaired in 

transmigrating the nucleus through the endothelium during TEM. This nucleus transmigration 

defect likely explains why FMNL1 KO T cells are impaired at completing TEM. Using transwell 

assays with differing membrane pore sizes, we determined that the requirement for FMNL1 in T 

cell chemotaxis is pore size dependent. However, FMNL1 KO neutrophils, with flexible nuclei, 

were unimpaired in migrating through narrow pores. Together, these data suggest that FMNL1 

promotes transmigration of the rigid T cell nucleus through restrictive barriers. We also 

examined the contribution of another regulator of nucleus transmigration, the motor protein 

MyoIIA. We found that while single inhibition of MyoIIA or FMNL1 only partially impaired 

chemotaxis through narrow pores, co-inhibition completely abrogated chemotaxis. Additionally, 

we found that FMNL1 KO T cells were impaired in their ability to polymerize actin in response 

to chemokine stimulus. Combined, these data suggest T cells rely on both MyoIIA-mediated 

contraction or FMNL1-mediated actin polymerization to migrate through narrow pores with 

either process able to partially support migration through restrictive barriers. Finally, we 

demonstrated that re-expression of FMNL1 in FMNL1 KO T cells restores their ability to 

perform chemotaxis through restrictive barriers. We also found that the level of T cell migration 
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positively correlated with the level of FMNL1 expression. These findings further demonstrated 

that FMNL1 regulates T cell migration through narrow pores. Overall, the data presented in 

Chapter V are consistent with a model whereby actin polymerization by FMNL1 behind the 

nuclei of transmigrating T cells facilitates their passage through restrictive endothelial barriers 

during TEM. However, the specific actin structures that are being created by FMNL1 remains to 

be determined. The impaired ability of FMNL1-deficient T cells to transmigrate through narrow 

pores likely explains why they are impaired in trafficking to non-lymphoid organs with 

restrictive vascular beds but not secondary lymphoid organs with permissive vascular beds. The 

defects in nucleus transmigration observed in FMNL1 KO T cells may also hinder their 

interstitial migration within tissues with secondary barriers to entry or constrictive parenchyma, 

for example, due to the presence of dense extracellular matrix networks. Additionally, FMNL1 

may have a similar role in the migration of other immune cells with rigid nuclei that must 

migrate through confined environments. Further studies of the motile properties of FMNL1-

deficient immune cells to and within tissues will determine whether this mechanism is unique to 

T cell TEM.  

While we established a role for FMNL1 in T cell migration and autoimmune disease in 

Chapters III-V, in Chapter VI, we performed similar studies with T cells deficient in mDia1. 

While previous reports indicated that mDia1 was involved in T cell activation and 

proliferation124,135, we found that mDia1 KO 2D2 T cells activated equivalently to WT 2D2 cells 

ex vivo. However, similar to FMNL1 KO 2D2 T cells, when mDia1 KO 2D2 T cells were 

transferred into recipient mice they were impaired in their ability to induce EAE. This is 

consistent with a previous report that activated mDia1-deficient T cells are impaired in 

trafficking to inflamed skin134. To further investigate why mDia1 KO T cells are impaired in 

trafficking, we performed in vitro TEM assays under shear flow. Though mDia1 has been shown 
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to localize to the lamellipodium in crawling T cells96,104, we found no differences between 

mDia1 KO and WT T cells in the initial stages of TEM (i.e. adhesion and crawling). Instead, 

similar to FMNL1 KO T cells, mDia1 KO T cells were impaired in completion of diapedesis. 

This impairment in diapedesis may explain why mDia1 KO T cells display impaired trafficking, 

and, consequently, impaired ability to induce autoimmune disease. However, it is also possible 

that mDia1 KO T cells have other defects that impair their function in the context of 

autoimmunity. Further study of mDia1-deficient T cell behavior and function within inflamed 

tissues will clarify to what extent their impaired ability to induce autoimmune disease is due to 

trafficking. Additionally, the precise mechanism by which mDia1 promotes diapedesis remains 

undetermined. Further study of mDia1-deficient T cells will determine what specific actin 

networks or other cellular structures mDia1 mediates during TEM. Together, with the data from 

Chapters III-V, the data presented in Chapter VI suggests that formins are key regulators of both 

T cell TEM and ability to induce autoimmune disease.  

Future Directions 

Do Formins Regulate Interstitial T cell migration and Function? 

While we examined the role of FMNL1 and mDia1 in T cell TEM herein, it is also 

possible they have roles in T cell interstitial migration. Tissues such as the CNS have secondary 

barriers to entry beyond the endothelium, and tissues such as the skin have dense extracellular 

matrix networks which can impede migration56,67,83. The ability to manipulate the rigid structure 

of the nucleus has been demonstrated to be a determinant of tissue migratory ability66,67,179. 

Given our data in Chapter V that FMNL1 promotes transmigration of the rigid nucleus through 

narrow pores, it is likely that FMNL1 may also facilitate T cell migration in restrictive tissue 

environments beyond the vascular endothelium. Additionally, a previous report has shown that 

mDia1-deficient T cells have impaired motility within the lymph node134. Thus, mDia1 may also 
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regulate interstitial T cell motility. Using multi-photon imaging of either constitutively 

fluorescent or dye-labeled T cells within live mice or explanted tissues, we can determine the 

requirements for formins in regulating T cell migration within tissues. By employing established 

imaging systems for the inflamed brain185, pancreas12, or skin186, we can examine both how 

activated FMNL1 or mDia1-deficient T cells migrate through secondary tissue barriers as well as 

migrate within the tissue parenchyma. Additionally, using established systems for imaging 

lymph nodes19,109, we can determine the role for formins in T cell priming and restimulation. T 

cells have been reported to adopt different scanning patterns (i.e. Brownian walks vs Lévy 

Walks)  between lymphoid and non-lymphoid tissues to optimize their ability to find their 

cognate APCs19,185. Thus, altered migratory behavior in FMNL1-deficient or mDia1-deficient T 

cells could affect their ability to locate APCs and, consequently, their effector functions. The 

duration of interaction between a T cell and an APCs can determine whether a T-APC interaction 

is tolerogenic or activating13,187,188. Therefore, multi-photon imaging of fluorescent formin-

deficient T cells with fluorescent APCs could identify additional means by which formins 

contribute to T cell function in autoimmune responses. These in vivo imaging studies could be 

complemented by histological and immunofluorescence examination of tissues sections to 

determine if formins regulate T cell tissue localization and, consequently, their ability to mediate 

tissue damage. 

In addition to potential effects on interstitial migration, FMNL1 and mDia1 deficiency 

could also alter other aspects of T cell effector function. Both mDia1 and FMNL1 have been 

implicated in actin organization and repositioning of the centrosome during immune synapse 

formation116,136. Additionally, knockdown of mDia1 or FMNL1 in human CD8 T cells partially 

impaired their function in a redirected cytotoxicity assay116. Therefore, our observations of 

impaired induction of autoimmune disease by formin-deficient T cells in Chapters IV and VI 
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could be driven by defects in T cell effector function in addition to defects in migration. By 

examining the ability of antigen-specific FMNL1 KO or mDia1 KO T cells to mediate damage in 

brain tissue-slice cultures or in in vitro cytotoxicity assays, we can determine to what extent 

formins regulate T cell function independently of tissue entry. By comparing cytokine 

production and secretion capacity using intracellular cytokine staining assays and ELISAs with 

restimulated T cells, we can determine whether loss of FMNL1 or mDia1 specifically impacts 

the ability of effector T cells to secrete cytokines. Furthermore, in vivo, we can transfer increased 

numbers of self-reactive FMNL1 KO or mDia1 KO T cells to overcome the observed trafficking 

defects and ensure an equivalent number of T cells arrive at the disease site compared to WT, 

and then determine disease outcome. Alternatively, in the case of the EAE, it may be possible to 

directly inject KO T cells into the CNS. These studies would enable us to determine if there are 

additional defects in formin-deficient T cell effector function beyond impaired trafficking. While 

FMNL1 and mDia1-deficient T cell proliferation and activation appear to be normal ex vivo, 

longitudinal examination of transferred T cell viability and phenotype will determine whether 

formin-deficiency alters T cell persistence in our autoimmune models in vivo. Combined, these 

further investigations of formin-deficient T cells will delineate the extent to which FMNL1 and 

mDia1 regulate T cell behaviors beyond TEM. 

How Do Formins Regulate Immune Responses To Pathogens? 

While we have examined how formins regulate T cell trafficking in the context of 

autoimmune inflammation herein, T cell migration is also critical for clearance of pathogens. A 

common complication of immune cell migration-based therapies is immunosuppression and 

failure to control pathogens89,95,189,190. Therefore, understanding to what extent formins regulate 

T cell trafficking and effector function in response to pathogenic challenge will be critical to 

determining their therapeutic viability. Our data on the trafficking and motility of FMNL1-
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deficient T cells suggests that responses to pathogens in tissues permissive to lymphocyte entry, 

such as the spleen, would be less impaired compared to pathogen challenge in more entry-

restricted non-lymphoid organs. Previous observations of more general defects in the trafficking 

of mDia1-deficient T cells124,134,135 would suggest that responses to pathogens in multiple types 

of tissues would be impaired in the absence of this formin. Using model pathogens with both 

systemic organ and mucosal modes of infection191–194, we can delineate to what extent formins 

are required for effective pathogen clearance at different tissue sites. Using germline FMNL1 or 

mDia1 KO mice, T cell specific formin deletion models, or adoptive transfer of antigen-specific 

formin-deficient T cells, we can determine whether the potential requirements for formins in 

immune responses are T cell intrinsic. A number of specialized T cell and innate immune subsets 

reside in non-lymphoid tissues and can be important for pathogenic clearance at those sites162–165. 

In addition to T cells, other immune cells such as, neutrophils, inflammatory monocytes, or NK 

cells infiltrate tissues and can be important for protective immune responses195. Characterization 

of the immune cell populations in germline FMNL1 or mDia1 KO mice at mucosal and other 

tissue sites, both at steady state and longitudinally post-infection, will enable us to determine the 

respective contributions of formins to immune cell migration and protective function. While 

FMNL1 is largely restricted in expression to hematopoietic cells compared to mDia1, 

understanding its roles in other immune cell populations will be important in determining the 

viability of targeting FMNL1 therapeutically. Together, these experiments will determine the 

requirement for formins in immune responses to pathogens in different tissues. 

How Do Formins Remodel Actin Cytoskeletal Networks During TEM? 

While we identified that formins promote the completion of diapedesis during T cell 

TEM in Chapter V, the specific cytoskeleton changes they facilitate during this process remains 

unknown. As we have shown with FMNL1 and others have shown with mDia1124, loss of either 
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of these formins partially impairs the ability of T cells to polymerize actin in response to 

chemokine stimulus. However, which actin structures are altered or missing during TEM is still 

unknown. Using T cells from mice which constitutively express fluorescently (GFP- or RFP-) 

tagged LifeAct, a small peptide that selectively binds polymerized actin, we can visualize actin 

dynamics in live cells in real-time196. By comparing LifeAct-expressing WT and formin-

deficient T cells in a TEM under shear flow assay we can determine how loss of a given formin 

affects actin polymerization at different stages of TEM. Being able to temporally link actin 

cytoskeletal changes to either the successful or unsuccessful completion of TEM will enable us 

to better define how actin polymerization by either mDia1 or FMNL1 facilitates diapedesis. 

Furthermore, by retrovirally expressing fluorescently tagged FMNL1 or mDia1 in these LifeAct 

T cells we can visualize the dynamic interaction between formins and specific actin networks 

within the cell during TEM.  

It is possible that live imaging of LifeAct T cells may not have enough resolution to 

distinguish individual actin filaments and thus detect more subtle alterations to actin networks in 

formin-deficient T cells. Using super-resolution imaging techniques, such as photoactivation 

localization microscopy (PALM) with stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) 

and stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy103, we may be able to pinpoint the 

localization of individual FMNL1 or mDia1 dimers with precisely defined actin filaments. 

Additionally, such super-resolution techniques can enable the visualization and quantification of 

actin-rich micro-protrusions such as filopodia or podosomes103 to determine the contribution of 

formins to these structures during T cell TEM. Together, these microscopy approaches will 

enable us to better define how actin polymerization by formins enables T cells to complete 

diapedesis.  
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How do Cytoskeletal Effectors Remodel the Actin Cytoskeleton to Facilitate Nucleus 

Passage Through Restrictive Barriers? 

While our results from Chapter V indicate that FMNL1 promotes nucleus passage 

specifically through narrow pores, it remains to be determined how FMNL1 remodels the 

cytoskeleton to accomplish this task. Previous studies of how actin cytoskeletal remodeling 

contributes to nucleus deformation during migration through restrictive barriers have used 

imaging of immune cell migration within microchannels with defined constriction points179,197. 

Due to the potential heterogeneity of barriers and diapedesis sites in a cultured endothelial 

monolayer, a microchannel system with restrictive sites of a known size can enable us to 

determine more precisely the contribution of actin remodeling at a defined moment of 

constriction. Using such microchannels in conjunction with WT or FMNL1 KO LifeAct T cells 

and fluorescent labeling of the nucleus, we can visualize how FMNL1-mediated actin 

remodeling facilitates nucleus passage through restrictive environments. Such experiments will 

better define the mechanism by which FMNL1 promotes nucleus transmigration through narrow 

pores. A similar microchannel system in which MyoIIA is inhibited in either WT or FMNL1 KO 

LifeAct T cells will enable us to further delineate the respective contributions made by these two 

cytoskeletal effectors to facilitating nucleus deformation and transmigration through restrictive 

barriers. We have previously used MyoIIA-GFP fusion proteins for the real-time imaging of 

MyoIIA during TEM60. By expressing MyoIIA-GFP or FMNL1-GFP fusion proteins in LifeAct-

RFP T cells with CFP-labeled nuclei and then imaging these cells migrating through 

microchannels, we can visualize the dynamic interplay between the localization of these 

cytoskeletal effectors, actin network changes, and nucleus deformation in real-time. Such 

experiments would enable us to visualize the respective contributions of MyoIIA-mediated 

contraction and FMNL1-mediated actin polymerization to nucleus transmigration. Our data on 
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FMNL1-deficient neutrophil migration in Chapter V and studies performed by others suggest 

that different cell types may employ different mechanisms to facilitate migration of the nucleus 

in constricting environments179,197. For example, the Arp2/3 complex is critical in DCs for 

nucleus migration through restrictive environments179. Performing similar microchannel 

experiments in other immune cells that migrate into and through restrictive environments, such 

as monocytes and neutrophils, will determine to what extent the FMNL1-mediated mechanism of 

nucleus transmigration is unique to T cells. Combined, these microchannel experiments will 

better define how cytoskeletal effectors remodel the actin cytoskeleton to facilitate migration 

through restrictive barriers. 

Proposed Model of Cytoskeletal Effector Function in TEM 

Studies of cytoskeletal effectors in T cell TEM both in this work and previously have 

identified that MyoIIA, Ena/VASP proteins, FMNL1, and mDia1 all contribute to the completion 

of the diapedesis step (Fig 7.1) 60,119. Though these effectors likely work through distinct 

mechanisms to promote diapedesis, their depletion leads to similar phenotypes during the 

completion of TEM. These findings highlight the morphological and physical challenge 

presented by the endothelium to extravasating cells and the importance of cytoskeletal 

remodeling to diapedesis. Based on the data presented in Chapter V, we propose, that in T cells, 

FMNL1 localizes behind the nucleus during TEM and, through actin polymerization downstream 

of chemokine stimulus, creates propulsive force to promote transmigration of the nucleus 

through the restrictive openings in the vascular cell wall (Figure 7.2). This propulsive force is 

complemented by contractile force mediated by MyoIIA51,60 to further enable squeezing of the 

nucleus through narrow openings (Figure 7.2). Based on our co-inhibition data, we proposed that 

loss of either one of these mechanisms can be partially compensated for by the other, but at least 

one is required for nucleus transmigration through narrow pores. In contrast to FMNL1, mDia1 
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localizes predominantly to the leading edge of the cell98,104. Its upstream regulator RhoA 

localizes to both filopodia and lamellipodia and can be activated by both chemokine receptor and 

integrin ligation98,103. Thus, we propose that mDia1 polymerizes actin to contribute to filopodia 

and lamellipodia formation and sensing function during TEM (Figure 7.2). During diapedesis, 

these protrusions may enable the migrating T cell to either detect and respond to chemokine 

gradients beneath the endothelium46,47,49, as mDia1-deficient cells seem to be broadly impaired in 

chemotaxis124,135,137,184. Additionally, mDia1 could mediate the sensing of permissive sites for 

diapedesis by promoting the formation of membrane protrusions that probe the endothelial 

monolayer. Ena/VASP proteins also localize to the leading edge of migrating cells and are 

associated with filopodia and lamellipodia protrusions116,119. We have recently shown that 

Ena/VASP proteins mediate diapedesis through regulating a4 integrin expression and 

function119. Ligation of endothelial VCAM-1 by T cell a4 integrin can trigger the 

phosphorylation and internalization of VE-cadherin to enable loosening of endothelial cell-cell 

junctions58,59. As we have proposed previously119, Ena/VASP proteins may facilitate the 

extension of α4 integrin-rich protrusions at the leading edge of the cell, which are able to signal 

to endothelial cells to make permissive sites for diapedesis (Figure 7.2). Alternatively, 

Ena/VASP-mediated α4 integrin adhesion may provide traction for the cell as it extrudes through 

the endothelial monolayer. Combined, we propose that mDia1 and Ena/VASP activity at the 

leading edge facilitate the creation and/or sensing of permissive sites for diapedesis while force 

generation by FMNL1 and MyoIIA at the rear of the T cell push the cell through these openings 

(Figure 7.2). 

This model is consistent with the trafficking phenotypes we have observed herein and 

that have been described previously60,119,124,134,135. FMNL1-mediated nucleus transmigration is 

only required in tissues with restrictive vascular barriers, and, consequently, FMNL1 deficiency 
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only impairs T cell trafficking to non-lymphoid tissues. Similarly, while MyoIIA has a role in 

uropod retraction during migration51,109, loss of its function in contraction-mediated nucleus 

squeezing during TEM more substantially impairs trafficking to non-lymphoid organs60. Since 

α4 integrins are upregulated by activated T cells and functionally regulated by EVL and VASP, 

we find that Ena/VASP proteins selectively mediate the trafficking of activated T cells119. In 

contrast, loss of mDia1, which is involved more generally in chemotaxis, impairs both naive and 

activated T cell trafficking to a diverse set of organs124,134,135. Similar to how that chemokines 

and integrins are differentially involved in migration to different tissues3,4, the requirement for 

cytoskeletal effectors in TEM also varies based on T cell type and anatomical site of 

extravasation. While FMNL1 and mDia1 may have other roles in T cell function during 

autoimmunity, we propose that their roles in promoting T cell TEM enable self-reactive T cells 

to access non-lymphoid tissue sites and drive autoimmunity. 

Significance and  Implications 

To our knowledge, this work is the first examination of the role of FMNL1 in the 

migration and in vivo function of primary T cells. In this study, we describe and characterize a 

novel germline FMNL1 KO mouse. This mouse provides a new tool for investigating the 

function of FMNL1 in primary T cells and enables the future study of FMNL1 in other immune 

cell types. The data presented in this thesis identify a previously unknown role for FMNL1 in 

mediating transmigration of the rigid nucleus through restrictive endothelial barriers. 

Consequently, FMNL1 selectively promotes activated T cell trafficking to sites of inflammation 

and FMNL1 deficiency impairs the ability of self-reactive T cells to induce autoimmunity. 

Together, these findings characterize a new mechanism that enables T cells to migrate through 

restrictive barriers. Additionally, in this work, we demonstrate previously unknown roles for 

mDia1 in promoting the completion of diapedesis and T cell-mediated induction of 
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autoimmunity. In total, this thesis further delineates distinct mechanisms for formins and linear 

actin effectors in T cells, but also identifies similarities in TEM defects and disease phenotypes 

when these mechanisms are impaired.  

Targeting T cell trafficking has proven to be an effective therapy against autoimmune and 

inflammatory diseases89,90,94,168,169,172. However, some of these therapies such as Fingolimod, 

which blocks lymph node egress, and Natalizumab, which blocks α4 integrin-mediated 

trafficking, have broad effects on T cell trafficking90,198. Consequently, such therapies can 

compromise immune function and lead to complications from infections, though whether this is a 

result of impaired peripheral or organ-specific immune function is still unresolved95,189,190. Our 

observation that deficiency in mDia1 or FMNL1 in self-reactive T cells substantially impairs 

their ability to induce autoimmune disease suggests that targeting formins may be a possible 

alternative for autoimmune therapy. Given the broad expression of mDia1129,130 and its role in 

the migration of multiple cell types in multiple tissues124,134,135,184, it is unlikely to be an 

improved target over current therapies. However, the restricted expression of FMNL1 to 

hematopoietic cells123,129,130, its upregulation in T cells in autoimmune contexts88,146, and its 

selective regulation of T cell trafficking to sites of inflammation, may make it a more viable 

therapeutic target. As we observed only a partial impairment in the trafficking FMNL1-deficient 

T cells to non-lymphoid organs, it is possible that sufficient T cell trafficking to provide 

pathogen control would persist. However, future studies are needed to establish to what degree 

loss of FMNL1 function compromises the protective immune function of T cells and other 

immune cell types. It is possible that targeting FMNL1 could be useful in the context of graft-

versus-host disease where selective inhibition of activated T cell trafficking may be desirable169. 

As FMNL1 is not a surface protein, any potential therapy would need to access the cytoplasm. 

The only currently available chemical inhibitor of FMNL1, SMIFH2 (small molecule inhibitor of 
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formin homology 2 domain), inhibits the actin polymerizing function of all formins199. As the 

FH2 domain is the most conserved region across formins122, development of an inhibitor more 

specific to other regions of FMNL1 is necessary for specific chemical inhibition. Alternatively, 

an antibody-targeted RNAi approach could be used to achieve selective inhibition of FMNL1 

function in T cells. While a significant amount of work remains to be done in order to create a 

viable FMNL1-based autoimmune therapy, our work here provides a proof-of-concept 

foundation and tools for studying FMNL1 as a modulator of immune responses. 
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Figure 7.1: Proposed involvement of cytoskeletal effectors during the stages TEM. A model 
of the stages of TEM with the colored bars below depicting which stages the indicated molecules 
are likely important. Previous work by our lab and others has shown that depletion of MyoIIA 
can affect the both crawling, and diapedesis steps. Our work on EVL/VASP proteins suggests 
some involvement in both the initiation and completion of diapedesis. In this work deletion of 
FMNL1 or mDia1 did not substantially impact any stage of diapedesis except completion of 
diapedesis.  
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Figure 7.2: Proposed model of cytoskeletal effector function in TEM. Hypothesized model of 
the contribution of cytoskeletal effectors to the completion of TEM. Depicted is a T cell 
undergoing diapedesis through the vascular endothelium. We propose that mDia1 and Ena/VASP 
activity at the leading edge facilitate the creation and/or sensing of permissive sites for 
diapedesis while propulsion by FMNL1 and contraction by MyoIIA at the rear of the T cell push 
the cell through these openings. 
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